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The Children of the Sky continues the epic scifi adventure of Hugo award-winning A Fire Upon
the Deep!“Vinge is one of the best visionary writers of SF today.” —David BrinThousands of
years in the future, humanity is no longer alone in a universe where a mind's potential is
determined by its location in space, from superintelligent entities in the Transcend, to the limited
minds of the Unthinking Depths, where only simple creatures, and technology, can function.
Nobody knows what strange force partitioned space into these "regions of thought," but when
the warring Straumli realm use an ancient Transcendent artifact as a weapon, they unwittingly
unleash an awesome power that destroys thousands of worlds and enslaves all natural and
artificial intelligence.Ten years have passed on Tines World, and Ravna and the children have
survived a war. While there is peace among the Tines, there are those among them—and
among the humans—who seek power…and no matter the cost, these malcontents are
determined to overturn the fledgling civilization that has taken root since the humans landed.Tor
books by Vernor VingeRealtime/Bobble SeriesThe Peace WarMarooned in RealtimeOther
NovelsThe WitlingTatja Grimm's WorldRainbows EndCollectionsCollected Stories of Vernor
VingeTrue NamesAt the Publisher's request, this title is being sold without Digital Rights
Management Software (DRM) applied.

Advance praise for The Children of the Sky:“Imagine bootstrapping a fallen civilization into
transcendence using nothing but a collection of hive-mind Machiavellis, a crippled
hyperadvanced spaceship, and a pack of surly, scheming orphaned adolescents. Oh, and then
there’s the vengeful god ramscooping itself to relativistic speeds a mere thirty light years away.
Vinge’s explosive imagination and deft storytelling make epics sail past like hummingbirds—
you’ll steal daytime moments to read more, and lie awake at night contemplating what you’ve
read.” —Cory Doctorow, bestselling and award-winning author of Little Brother“Vernor Vinge’s
stories and novels have always surprised and entertained me, and The Children of the Sky
carries on that grand tradition!” —Greg Bear, bestselling author of Hull Zero Three“No one has
ever crafted a more complex, fascinating, and strangely realistic alien race than Vernor Vinge’s
marvelous Tines.” —David Brin, bestselling author of The Postman and Startide RisingRaves for
A Fire Upon the Deep by Vernor Vinge“This is big-scale science fiction at its best." —The
Denver Post“With uninterrupted pacing, suspense without contrivance, and deftly drawn aliens
who can be pleasantly comical without becoming cute, Vinge offers heart-pounding, mind-
expanding science fiction at its best.” —Publishers Weekly, Starred Review“There are not too
many novels that leave this reader screaming violently for more. Vernor Vinge's has done so." —
Locus"When I was young and had to write my address in a school notebook, I would begin with
my street and apartment number and then go on through city, county, state, country and



continent in a litany of ever more grandiose place names t...About the AuthorVernor Vinge has
won five Hugo Awards, including one for each of his last three novels, A Fire Upon the Deep
(1992), A Deepness in the Sky (1999), and Rainbow's End (2006). Known for his rigorous hard-
science approach to his science fiction, he became an iconic figure among cybernetic scientists
with the publication in 1981 of his novella "True Names," which is considered a seminal,
visionary work of Internet fiction. His many books also include Marooned in Realtime and The
Peace War.Born in Waukesha, Wisconsin and raised in Central Michigan, Vinge is the son of
geographers. Fascinated by science and particularly computers from an early age, he has a
Ph.D. in computer science, and taught mathematics and computer science at San Diego State
University for thirty years. He has gained a great deal of attention both here and abroad for his
theory of the coming machine intelligence Singularity. Sought widely as a speaker to both
business and scientific groups, he lives in San Diego, California.--This text refers to an out of
print or unavailable edition of this title.Excerpt. © Reprinted by permission. All rights
reserved.CHAPTER 00 How do you get the attention of the richest businessperson in the world?
Vendacious had spent all his well-remembered life sucking up to royalty. He had never dreamed
he would fall so low as to need a common merchant, but here he was with his only remaining
servant, trying to find a street address in East Home’s factory district.This latest street was even
narrower than the one they had left. Surely the world’s richest would never come here!The alley
had heavy doors set on either side. At the moment, all were closed, but the place must be a
crowded madness at shift change. There were posters every few feet, but these were not the
advertisements they had seen elsewhere. These were demands and announcements: WASH
ALL PAWS BEFORE WORK, NO ADVANCE WAGES, EMPLOYMENT APPLICATIONS AHEAD.
This last sign pointed toward a wide pair of doors at the end of the alley. It was all marvelously
pompous and silly. And yet … as he walked along, Vendacious took a long look at the
crenellations above him. Surely that was plaster over wood. But if it was real stone, then this was
a fortified castle hidden right in the middle of East Home commercialism.Vendacious held back,
waved at his servant to proceed. Chitiratifor advanced along the alley, singing praise for his dear
master. He had not quite reached the wide doors when they swung open and a hugely
numerous pack emerged. It was nine or ten and it spread across their way like a sentry line.
Vendacious suppressed the urge to look up at the battlements for signs of archers.The huge
pack looked at them stupidly for a moment, then spoke in loud and officious chords.
“Employment work you want? Can you read?”Chitiratifor stopped singing introductory flourishes,
and replied, “Of course we can read, but we’re not here for—”The gatekeeper pack spoke right
over Chitiratifor’s words: “No matter. I have application forms here.” Two of it trotted down the
steps with scraps of paper held in their jaws. “I will explain it all to you and then you sign. Tycoon
pay good. Give good housing. And one day off every tenday.”Chitiratifor bristled. “See here, my
good pack. We are not seeking employment. My lord”—he gestured respectfully at Vendacious
—“has come to tell the Great Tycoon of new products and opportunities.”“Paw prints to suffice if
you cannot write—” The other interrupted its own speech as Chitiratifor’s words finally



penetrated. “Not wanting to apply for work?” It looked at them for moment, took in Chitiratifor’s
flashy outfit. “Yes, you are not dressed for this doorway. I should have noticed.” It thought for a
second. “You are in wrong place. Business visitors must visit to the Business Center. You go
back five blocks and then onto the Concourse of the Great Tycoon. Wait. I get you a map.” The
creature didn’t move, but Vendacious realized the pack was even more numerous than he had
thought, extending back out of sight into the building; these Easterners tolerated the most
grotesque perversions.Chitiratifor shuffled back in Vendacious’ direction, and the nearest of him
hissed, “That’s a two-mile walk just to get to the other side of this frigging building!”Vendacious
nodded and walked around his servant, confronting the gatekeeper directly. “We’ve come all the
way from the West Coast to help Tycoon. We demand a courteous response, not petty
delays!”The nearest members of the gatekeeper stepped back timidly. Up close, Vendacious
could hear that this was no military pack. Except at dinner parties, it probably never had killed a
single living thing. In fact, the creature was so naive that it didn’t really recognize the deadly
anger confronting it. After a moment, it reformed its line, and said “Nevertheless, sir, I must follow
my orders. Business visitors use the business entrance.”Chitiratifor was hissing murder;
Vendacious waved him quiet. But Vendacious really didn’t want to walk around to the official
entrance—and that wasn’t just a matter of convenience. He now realized that finding this
entrance was a lucky accident. Woodcarver’s spies were unlikely this far from home, but the
fewer people who could draw a connection between Tycoon and Vendacious, the better.He
backed off courteously, out of the gatekeeper’s space. This entrance would be fine if he could
just talk to someone with a mind. “Perhaps your orders do not apply to me.”The gatekeeper
pondered the possibility for almost five seconds. “But I think they do apply,” it finally said.“Well
then, while we wait for the map, perhaps you could pass on an enquiry to someone who deals
with difficult problems.” There were several lures Vendacious could dangle: “Tell your supervisor
that his visitors bear news about the invasion from outer space.”“The what from where?”“We
have eyewitness information about the humans—” that provoked more blank looks. “Damn it,
fellow, this is about the mantis monsters!”* * *Mention of the mantis monsters did not produce
the gatekeeper’s supervisor; the fivesome who came out to see them was far higher in the chain
of command than that! “Remasritlfeer” asked a few sharp questions and then waved for them to
follow him. In a matter of minutes, they were past the gatekeeper and walking down carpeted
corridors. Looking around, Vendacious had to hide his smiles. The interior design was a
perfection of bad taste and mismatched wealth, proof of the foolishness of the newly rich. Their
guide was a very different matter. Remasritlfeer was mostly slender, but there were scars on his
snouts and flanks, and you could see the lines of hard muscle beneath his fur. His eyes were
mostly pale yellow and not especially friendly.It was a long walk, but their guide had very little to
say. Finally, the corridor ended at a member-wide door, more like the entrance to an animal den
than the office of the world’s richest commoner.Remasritlfeer opened the door and stuck a head
in. “I have the outlanders, your eminence,” he saidA voice came from within: “That should be ‘my
lord’. Today, I think ‘my lord’ sounds better.”“Yes, my lord.” But the four of Remasritlfeer who were



still in the corridor rolled their heads in exasperation.“Well then, let’s not waste my time. Have
them all come in. There’s plenty of room.”As Vendacious filed through the narrow doorway, he
was looking in all directions without appearing to be especially interested. Gas mantle lamps
were ranked near the ceiling. Vendacious thought he saw parts of a bodyguard on perches
above that. Yes, the room was large, but it was crowded with—what? not the bejeweled
knickknacks of the hallway. Here there were gears and gadgets and large tilted easels covered
with half-finished drawings. The walls were bookcases rising so high that perches on ropes and
pulleys were needed to reach the top shelves. One of Vendacious stood less than a yard from
the nearest books. No great literature here. Most of the books were accounting ledgers. The
ones further up looked like bound volumes of legal statutes.The unseen speaker continued,
“Come forward where I can see you all! Why in hell couldn’t you use the business visitor
entrance? I didn’t build that throne room for nothing.” This last was querulous
muttering.Vendacious percolated through the jumble. Two of him came out from under a large
drawing easel. The rest reached the central area a second later. He suffered a moment of
confusion as Chitiratifor shuffled himself out of the way, and then he got his first glimpse of the
Great Tycoon:The pack was an ill-assorted eightsome. Vendacious had to count him twice, since
the smaller members were moving around so much. At the core were four middle-aged adults.
They had no noble or martial aspect whatsoever. Two of them wore the kind of green-tinted
visors affected by accountants everywhere. The other two had been turning the pages of a
ledger. Pretty clearly he had been counting his money or cutting expenses, or whatever it was
that businesscritters did.Tycoon cast irritated looks at Vendacious and Chitiratifor. “You claim to
know about the mantis monsters. This better be good. I know lots about the mantises, so I
advise against lies.” He pointed a snout at Vendacious, waving him closer.Treat him like royalty.
Vendacious belly-crawled two of himself closer to Tycoon. Now he had the attention of all
Tycoon’s members. The four small ones, puppies under two years old, had stopped their pell-
mell orbiting of the accountancy four. Two hung back with the four, while two came within a
couple feet of Vendacious. These pups were integrated parts of Tycoon’s personality—just
barely, and when they felt like it. Their mindsounds were unseemly loud. Vendacious had to force
himself not to shrink back.After a moment or two of impolite poking, Tycoon said, “So, how would
you know about the mantis monsters?”“I witnessed their starship Oobii descend from the sky.”
Vendacious used the human name of their ship. The sounds were flat and simple, alien. “I saw its
lightning weapon bring down a great empire in a single afternoon.”Tycoon was nodding. Most
East Coast packs took this version of Woodcarver’s victory to be a fantasy. Evidently, Tycoon
was not one of those. “You’re saying nothing new here, fellow—though few packs know the name
of the flying ship.”“I know far more than that, my lord. I speak the mantis language. I know their
secrets and their plans.” And he had one of their datasets in h... --This text refers to an alternate
kindle_edition edition.Read more
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The author and publisher have provided this e-book to you without Digital Rights Management
software (DRM) applied so that you can enjoy reading it on your personal devices. This e-book is
for your personal use only. You may not print or post this e-book, or make this e-book publicly
available in any way. You may not copy, reproduce or upload this e-book, other than to read it on
one of your personal devices.Copyright infringement is against the law. If you believe the copy of
this e-book you are reading infringes on the author’s copyright, please notify the publisher at: .To
Carol D. Ward and Joan D. VingeACKNOWLEDGMENTSI am grateful for the advice and help
of:David Brin, John Carroll, Cyndi Chie, Howard L. Davidson, Robert Fleming, Mike Gannis,
Cherie Kushner, Keith Mayers, Sara Baase Mayers, Tom Munnecke, Diana Osborn, and Mary Q.
Smith.I am very grateful to my editor, James Frenkel, for all the time he has put into this book.
Jim and Tor Books have been very patient with me in the long process of creating The Children
of the Sky. (I know I said that about my last novel—but this one was about four times as much
work.)CONTENTSTitle PageDedicationAcknowledgmentsMapTwo years after the Battle on
Starship HillChapter 00Chapter 01Chapter 02Chapter 03Three years after the Battle on Starship
HillChapter 04Ten years after the Battle on Starship HillChapter 05Chapter 06Chapter
07Chapter 08Chapter 09Chapter 10Chapter 11Chapter 12Chapter 13Chapter 14Chapter
15Chapter 16Chapter 17Chapter 18Chapter 19Chapter 20Chapter 21Chapter 22Chapter
23Chapter 24Chapter 25Chapter 26Chapter 27Chapter 28Chapter 29Chapter 30Chapter
31Chapter 32Chapter 33Chapter 34Chapter 35Chapter 36Chapter 37Chapter 38Chapter
39Chapter 40Chapter 41Chapter 42Chapter 43Chapter 44Chapter 45About the AuthorBooks by
Vernor VingeCopyrightTwo years after the Battle on Starship HillCHAPTER 00How do you get
the attention of the richest businessperson in the world?Vendacious had spent all his well-
remembered life sucking up to royalty. He had never dreamed he would fall so low as to need a
common merchant, but here he was with his only remaining servant, trying to find a street
address in East Home’s factory district.This latest street was even narrower than the one they
had left. Surely the world’s richest would never come here!The alley had heavy doors set on
either side. At the moment, all were closed, but the place must be a crowded madness at shift
change. There were posters every few feet, but these were not the advertisements they had
seen elsewhere. These were demands and announcements: WASH ALL PAWS BEFORE
WORK, NO ADVANCE WAGES, EMPLOYMENT APPLICATIONS AHEAD. This last sign pointed
toward a wide pair of doors at the end of the alley. It was all marvelously pompous and silly. And
yet … as he walked along, Vendacious took a long look at the crenellations above him. Surely
that was plaster over wood. But if it was real stone, then this was a fortified castle hidden right in
the middle of East Home commercialism.Vendacious held back, waved at his servant to
proceed. Chitiratifor advanced along the alley, singing praise for his dear master. He had not
quite reached the wide doors when they swung open and a hugely numerous pack emerged. It
was nine or ten and it spread across their way like a sentry line. Vendacious suppressed the urge
to look up at the battlements for signs of archers.The huge pack looked at them stupidly for a
moment, then spoke in loud and officious chords. “Employment work you want? Can you



read?”Chitiratifor stopped singing introductory flourishes, and replied, “Of course we can read,
but we’re not here for—”The gatekeeper pack spoke right over Chitiratifor’s words: “No matter. I
have application forms here.” Two of it trotted down the steps with scraps of paper held in their
jaws. “I will explain it all to you and then you sign. Tycoon pay good. Give good housing. And one
day off every tenday.”Chitiratifor bristled. “See here, my good pack. We are not seeking
employment. My lord”—he gestured respectfully at Vendacious—“has come to tell the Great
Tycoon of new products and opportunities.”“Paw prints to suffice if you cannot write—” The other
interrupted its own speech as Chitiratifor’s words finally penetrated. “Not wanting to apply for
work?” It looked at them for moment, took in Chitiratifor’s flashy outfit. “Yes, you are not dressed
for this doorway. I should have noticed.” It thought for a second. “You are in wrong place.
Business visitors must visit to the Business Center. You go back five blocks and then onto the
Concourse of the Great Tycoon. Wait. I get you a map.” The creature didn’t move, but
Vendacious realized the pack was even more numerous than he had thought, extending back
out of sight into the building; these Easterners tolerated the most grotesque
perversions.Chitiratifor shuffled back in Vendacious’ direction, and the nearest of him hissed,
“That’s a two-mile walk just to get to the other side of this frigging building!”Vendacious nodded
and walked around his servant, confronting the gatekeeper directly. “We’ve come all the way
from the West Coast to help Tycoon. We demand a courteous response, not petty delays!”The
nearest members of the gatekeeper stepped back timidly. Up close, Vendacious could hear that
this was no military pack. Except at dinner parties, it probably never had killed a single living
thing. In fact, the creature was so naive that it didn’t really recognize the deadly anger
confronting it. After a moment, it reformed its line, and said “Nevertheless, sir, I must follow my
orders. Business visitors use the business entrance.”Chitiratifor was hissing murder; Vendacious
waved him quiet. But Vendacious really didn’t want to walk around to the official entrance—and
that wasn’t just a matter of convenience. He now realized that finding this entrance was a lucky
accident. Woodcarver’s spies were unlikely this far from home, but the fewer people who could
draw a connection between Tycoon and Vendacious, the better.He backed off courteously, out of
the gatekeeper’s space. This entrance would be fine if he could just talk to someone with a mind.
“Perhaps your orders do not apply to me.”The gatekeeper pondered the possibility for almost five
seconds. “But I think they do apply,” it finally said.“Well then, while we wait for the map, perhaps
you could pass on an enquiry to someone who deals with difficult problems.” There were several
lures Vendacious could dangle: “Tell your supervisor that his visitors bear news about the
invasion from outer space.”“The what from where?”“We have eyewitness information about the
humans—” that provoked more blank looks. “Damn it, fellow, this is about the mantis monsters!”*
* *Mention of the mantis monsters did not produce the gatekeeper’s supervisor; the fivesome
who came out to see them was far higher in the chain of command than that! “Remasritlfeer”
asked a few sharp questions and then waved for them to follow him. In a matter of minutes, they
were past the gatekeeper and walking down carpeted corridors. Looking around, Vendacious
had to hide his smiles. The interior design was a perfection of bad taste and mismatched wealth,



proof of the foolishness of the newly rich. Their guide was a very different matter. Remasritlfeer
was mostly slender, but there were scars on his snouts and flanks, and you could see the lines
of hard muscle beneath his fur. His eyes were mostly pale yellow and not especially friendly.It
was a long walk, but their guide had very little to say. Finally, the corridor ended at a member-
wide door, more like the entrance to an animal den than the office of the world’s richest
commoner.Remasritlfeer opened the door and stuck a head in. “I have the outlanders, your
eminence,” he saidA voice came from within: “That should be ‘my lord’. Today, I think ‘my lord’
sounds better.”“Yes, my lord.” But the four of Remasritlfeer who were still in the corridor rolled
their heads in exasperation.“Well then, let’s not waste my time. Have them all come in. There’s
plenty of room.”As Vendacious filed through the narrow doorway, he was looking in all directions
without appearing to be especially interested. Gas mantle lamps were ranked near the ceiling.
Vendacious thought he saw parts of a bodyguard on perches above that. Yes, the room was
large, but it was crowded with—what? not the bejeweled knickknacks of the hallway. Here there
were gears and gadgets and large tilted easels covered with half-finished drawings. The walls
were bookcases rising so high that perches on ropes and pulleys were needed to reach the top
shelves. One of Vendacious stood less than a yard from the nearest books. No great literature
here. Most of the books were accounting ledgers. The ones further up looked like bound
volumes of legal statutes.The unseen speaker continued, “Come forward where I can see you
all! Why in hell couldn’t you use the business visitor entrance? I didn’t build that throne room for
nothing.” This last was querulous muttering.Vendacious percolated through the jumble. Two of
him came out from under a large drawing easel. The rest reached the central area a second
later. He suffered a moment of confusion as Chitiratifor shuffled himself out of the way, and then
he got his first glimpse of the Great Tycoon:The pack was an ill-assorted eightsome. Vendacious
had to count him twice, since the smaller members were moving around so much. At the core
were four middle-aged adults. They had no noble or martial aspect whatsoever. Two of them
wore the kind of green-tinted visors affected by accountants everywhere. The other two had
been turning the pages of a ledger. Pretty clearly he had been counting his money or cutting
expenses, or whatever it was that businesscritters did.Tycoon cast irritated looks at Vendacious
and Chitiratifor. “You claim to know about the mantis monsters. This better be good. I know lots
about the mantises, so I advise against lies.” He pointed a snout at Vendacious, waving him
closer.Treat him like royalty. Vendacious belly-crawled two of himself closer to Tycoon. Now he
had the attention of all Tycoon’s members. The four small ones, puppies under two years old,
had stopped their pell-mell orbiting of the accountancy four. Two hung back with the four, while
two came within a couple feet of Vendacious. These pups were integrated parts of Tycoon’s
personality—just barely, and when they felt like it. Their mindsounds were unseemly loud.
Vendacious had to force himself not to shrink back.After a moment or two of impolite poking,
Tycoon said, “So, how would you know about the mantis monsters?”“I witnessed their starship
Oobii descend from the sky.” Vendacious used the human name of their ship. The sounds were
flat and simple, alien. “I saw its lightning weapon bring down a great empire in a single



afternoon.”Tycoon was nodding. Most East Coast packs took this version of Woodcarver’s
victory to be a fantasy. Evidently, Tycoon was not one of those. “You’re saying nothing new here,
fellow—though few packs know the name of the flying ship.”“I know far more than that, my lord. I
speak the mantis language. I know their secrets and their plans.” And he had one of their
datasets in his right third pannier, though he had no intention of revealing that advantage.“Oh
really?” Tycoon’s smile was sharp and incredulous, even unto his puppies. “Who then are
you?”An honest answer to that question had to come sooner or later, fatal though it might be.
“My lord, my name is Vendacious. I was—”Tycoon’s heads jerked up. “Remasritlfeer!”“My lord!”
The deadly little fivesome was clustered around the only exit.“Cancel my appointments. No more
visitors today, of any sort. Have Saliminophon take care of the shift change.”“Yes, my
lord!”Tycoon’s older four set their ledger aside and all of him looked at Vendacious. “Be assured
that this claim will be verified, sir. Discreetly but definitively verified.” But you could see Tycoon’s
enthusiasm, the will to believe; for now, the puppies were in control. “You were Woodcarver’s
spymaster, convicted of treason.”Vendacious raised his heads. “All true, my lord. And I am proud
of my ‘treason.’ Woodcarver has allied with the mantis queen and her maggots.”“Maggots?”
Tycoon’s eyes were wide.“Yes, my lord. ‘Mantis’ and ‘maggot’ refer to different aspects of the
same creatures, humans as they call themselves. ‘Mantis’ is the appropriate term for the adult.
After all, it is a two-legged creature, sneaky and vicious, but also solitary.”“Real mantises are
insects, only about so tall.” One of the puppies yawned wide, indicating less than two
inches.“The mantises from the sky can be five feet at the shoulder.”“I knew that,” said Tycoon.
“But the maggots? They are the younglings of the grown monsters?”“Indeed so.” Vendacious
moved his two forward members confidingly close to the other pack. “And here is something you
may not know. It makes the analogy nigh perfect. The actual invasion from the sky began almost
a year before the Battle on Starship Hill.”“Before Woodcarver marched north?”“Yes. A much
smaller craft landed secretly, thirty-five tendays earlier. And do you know what was aboard? My
lord, that first lander was filled with maggot eggsacks!”“So that will be the real invasion,” said
Tycoon. “Just as insect maggots burst from their eggsacks and overrun the neighborhood, these
humans will overrun the entire world—”Chitiratifor popped in with, “They will devour us
all!”Vendacious gave his servant a stern look. “Chitiratifor takes the analogy too far. At present,
the maggots are young. There is only one adult, the mantis queen, Ravna. But consider, in just
the two years since Ravna and Oobii arrived, she has taken control of Woodcarver’s Domain
and expanded it across all the realms of the Northwest.”Two of Tycoon’s older members tapped
idly at an addition device, flicking small beads back and forth. A bean counter indeed. “And how
do the mantises—this one Ravna mantis—manage such control? Are they loud? Can they
swamp another’s mindsounds with their own?”This sounded like a testing question. “Not at all,
my lord. Just like insects, the humans make no sounds when they think. None whatsoever. They
might as well be walking corpses.” Vendacious paused. “My lord, I don’t mean to understate the
threat, but if we work together we can prevail against these creatures. Humans are stupid! It
shouldn’t be surprising since they are singletons. I estimate that the smartest of them aren’t



much more clever than a mismatched foursome.”“Really! Even the Ravna?”“Yes! They can’t do
the simplest arithmetic, what any street haggler can do. Their memory for sounds—even the
speech sounds they can hear—is almost nonexistent. Like insect mantises, their way of life is
parasitic and thieving.”All eight of Tycoon sat very still. Vendacious could hear the edges of his
mind, a mix of calculation, wonder, and uncertainty.“It doesn’t make sense,” Tycoon finally said.
“From my own investigations, I already know some of what you say. But the mantises are
superlative inventors. I’ve tested their exploding black powder. I’ve heard of the catapults
powered by that powder. And they have other inventions I can’t yet reproduce. They can fly! Their
Oobii may now be crashed to earth, but they have a smaller flyer, barely the size of a boat. Last
year it was seen by reliable packs just north of town.”Vendacious and Chitiratifor traded a glance.
That was bad news. Aloud, Vendacious said, “Your point is well taken, my lord, but there is no
paradox. The mantis folk simply stole the things that give them their advantage. I have …
sources … that prove they’ve been doing that for a very long time. Finally, their victims tired of
them and chased them out of their original place in the sky. Much of what they have, they do not
understand and cannot re-create. Those devices will eventually wear out. The antigravity flier
you mention is an example. Furthermore, the creatures have stolen—and are continuing to steal
—our own inventions. For instance, that exploding black powder you mentioned? It might well
have been invented by some creative pack, perhaps the same one who truly invented the
cannon catapults.”Tycoon didn’t reply immediately; he looked stunned. Ever since Vendacious
had heard of Tycoon, he’d suspected that this pack had a special secret, something that could
make him a faithful supporter of Vendacious’ cause. That was still just a theory, but—Finally,
Tycoon found his voice: “I wondered.… The blasting powder and the catapults … I remember…”
He drifted off for a moment, splitting into the old and the young. The puppies scrabbled around,
whining like some forlorn fragment. Then Tycoon gathered himself together. “I, I was once an
inventor.”Vendacious waved at the mechanisms that filled the room. “I can see that you still are,
my lord.”Tycoon didn’t seem to hear. “But then I split up. My fission sibling eventually left for the
West Coast. He had so many ideas. Do you suppose—?”Yes! But aloud, Vendacious was much
more cautious: “I still have my sources, sir. Perhaps I can help with that question, too.”CHAPTER
01So many impossible things. Ravna is dreaming. She knows that, but there is no waking. She
can only watch and absorb and choke on horror. The Blight’s fleet hangs all around her, ships
clustered here and there like bugs stuck in slime. Originally, the fleet was a hundred fifty
starships, and clouds of drones. The drones have been cannibalized. Many ships are gone,
some cannibalized. Where it serves the Blight, crews have been cannibalized, too, or simply
cast out. Her dreaming eyes can see hundreds of corpses, humans, dirokimes, even skrodeless
riders.The Blight’s prey is almost thirty lightyears away, an ordinary solar system … where Ravna
and the Children have fled. And that is part of the reason this vision must be a dream. Thirty
lightyears is impossibly far in this part of the universe, where nothing goes faster than light.
There is no way she can know what is happening in the enemy fleet.The fleet floats in death, but
is not dead itself. Look closer at the clustered ships. Things move. Construction proceeds. The



fleet was once the hand of a living god; now it exists to resurrect that god. Even trapped here, in
this encystment of pain, it plans and builds, second on second, year on year, working as hard as
its living crews can be driven. If necessary, it can do this for centuries, breeding more crew to
replace natural losses. This program will eventually produce ramscoop vessels. They will be the
best that can exist Down Here, capable of reaching near-lightspeed.Now perhaps none of that
effort is necessary, for the Blight can see Ravna as she sees it, and the encysted god is saying
to her: Rules change. I am coming. I am coming. And much sooner than you think.* * *Ravna
woke with a start, gasping for breath.She was lying on the floor, her right arm painfully bent. I
must have fallen. What a terrible dream. She struggled back into her chair. She wasn’t in her
cabin aboard the Out of Band II. The automation aboard Oobii would have turned the floor soft
before she ever hit it. She looked around, trying to orient herself, but all she could remember was
the dream.She ran her hand across the side of her chair. It was wood, local Tinish manufacture,
as was the table. But the walls had a greenish cast, gently curving into the equally greenish floor.
She was inside the Children’s landing craft, under Woodcarver’s new castle. That took long
enough to recognize! She leaned her head into her hands, and let the cabin spin around to a
stop. When her dizziness had passed, she sat back and tried to think. Except for the last few
minutes, everything seemed reasonable:She had come down to the catacombs to inspect the
Children’s caskets. This part of the castle spanned a range of technology from the pre-
gunpowder to fallen transcendence, the walls carved with chisels and mallets, the light provided
by lamps from Oobii. Two years ago, the coldsleep containers had been removed from the
Straumer Lander and laid out with enough space between them to dissipate the waste heat of
the refrigeration.Half the caskets were empty now, their passengers awakened. That included
almost all the oldest Children. Nowadays, the kids lived in or near the new castle; some were in
school classes here. If she listened carefully, she could hear occasional shrieks of laughter
mixed with the gobble of Tinish packs.So why did I enter the Lander? Oh yes. She’d spent a only
few minutes outside, looking through the casket windows at the faces of little ones who still slept,
who waited unknowing for there to be enough grownup caregivers. Most of those revivals would
be routine, but some of the caskets tested as borderline defective. How could she save the kids
in those withered caskets? That had been the reason for today’s visit, to review the results on
Timor Ristling, her first attempt with the withered caskets.The Lander was originally Top-of-the-
Beyond technology. Much of that could not function down here in the Slow Zone; she’d never
been able to transfer the Lander’s maintenance records to the stable technology of her own ship.
She had to come onboard to access those records. Her gaze slid uneasily around the Lander’s
freight cabin. Too much had happened in this green-walled room. The Lander wasn’t just Top of
the Beyond. It had been at the High Lab, in the Low Transcend, and it had been … modified. If
she looked up she would see some of that, the fungus hanging from the ceiling. The magical
Countermeasure. Nowadays, it seemed to be as dead as a dusty cobweb, but Countermeasure
had dimmed the sun, and killed her dearest love, and maybe saved the galaxy. The remains of
the fungus bothered even the Straumer Children.This was not a surprising place to have a really



bad dream.But now she remembered what she had been doing just before the crazy dream
overtook her. The last two days had been a nonstop guilt trip, with far too little sleep. It was clear
that she had screwed up Timor’s chances. Not deliberately, not through incompetence. But I did
pick him for the first damaged-casket revival. The problem wasn’t the boy’s twisted leg, it wasn’t
the fact that he might not be quite as brilliant as the other children. The problem was that in the
tendays since his revival, Timor had not grown.Ravna Bergsndot was thousands of lightyears
from reliable advice. Oobii and this strange Lander were all she had. She remembered pounding
on the data for almost an hour, combining Timor’s casket records with Oobii’s latest medical
tests, and finally understanding what had gone wrong. No one and no machine Down Here
could have known that ahead of time. In cold, cruel truth, Timor had turned out to be a very
valuable … experiment.When she’d finally realized that, Ravna had put her head in her arms, too
tired to look for any more technical fixes and raging against the possibility that she had become
a player with other people’s lives.So then I just fell asleep and had the nightmare? She stared at
the greenish bulkheads. She had been very tired, and totally beaten down. Ravna sighed. She
often had nightmares about the Blighter fleet, though this was the most bizarre yet. A tip of the
hat then to the subconscious mind; it had dug up something that could distract her from Timor, if
only briefly.She disconnected her tiara interface from the Lander, and climbed down from the
freight cabin. Three years ago, when Sjana and Arne Olsndot had brought the Children here, this
ground had been open meadow. She stood for a moment by the spidery pylons, looking round
the cool, dry catacombs. Imagine a spacecraft with a castle built over it. Only in the Slow
Zone.She would have to come back here again and again until all the Children were revived—
but she was grateful to be done with this place for today. Up two flights of stairs and she would
be in the castle yard, in the summer sunlight. There would be the Children just leaving class,
playing with each other and with their Tinish friends. If she stayed to chat, she would likely be in
the new castle all afternoon. It might be the sunny evening before she had to be back in her
cabin aboard the Oobii. As she started up the steps, she could imagine feeling light-hearted.
She would take some time off, just to play with the Children. Somehow she would make things
right for Timor.She was still in the dark of the stairs when she remembered something else about
the dream. She paused, steadying herself with a hand against the cool stonework. The mind in
the fleet had said, “Rules change.” Yes, if the Zone shifted and faster-than-light transport
became possible again—well, the Blight could arrive very soon indeed. It was a possibility she
obsessed upon both awake and in her dreams. She had zonographs aboard the Oobii that
monitored the relevant physical laws, had done so since the Battle on Starship Hill. There had
never been an alarm.Still leaning against the wall, Ravna queried Out of Band II, requesting a
window on the zonograph. The graphic came up, a stupidly self-formatted plot. Yes, there was
the usual noise. Then she noticed the scaling. That couldn’t be right! She slewed her gaze back
five hundred seconds, and saw that the trace had spiked. For almost ten milliseconds, Zone
physics had shot above the probe’s calibration, so high it might have been Transcendent. Then
she noticed the pulsing red border. It was the Zone alarm she had so carefully set—the alarm



she should have received at the instant of the spike. Impossible, impossible. This had to be
some sort of screw-up. She rummaged in diagnostics, horror rising. Yes, there had been a screw-
up: she had only enabled the Zone alarm for when she was local to Oobii. Why hadn’t ship logic
caught that stupid error? She knew the answer to that question. She’d explained it to the
Children dozens of time. The kids could not understand that when you scrape your knee, it might
be your own fault. We’re living in the Slow Zone. We have virtually no automation, and what we
have is painfully simple, devoid of common sense. Down Here, if you wanted something done
right, you had to provide the good judgment yourself. The kids didn’t like that answer. Where they
came from, it was a far more alien idea than it was even for Ravna Bergsndot.She glared at the
displays that hung in the dark all around her. This was clearly a Zone alarm, but it could be a
false alarm. It had to be! The spike had been so brief, less than ten probe samples. An
instrumental transient. Yes. She turned and continued up the stairs, still searching back and forth
along the timeline’s trace, looking for evidence of an innocuous explanation. There were a
number of system diagnostics she could run.She thought about this for five more steps, making
a turn from one flight of stairs to the next. Up ahead she could see a square of daylight.Since the
Battle on Starship Hill, the Zone physics had been as solid as a mountain’s roots … but that was
a comparison with fatal consequence. Earthquakes happen. Foreshocks happened. What she
was seeing could be a tiny, sudden slip in the foundation of the local universe. She looked at the
times on the Zone trace. The spike occurred about when she took her odd little nap down in the
Children’s Lander. So then. For almost one hundredth of a second, maybe c had not been the
ultimate speed, and the Lander could have known the current state of the Blighter fleet. For
almost one hundredth of a second, Countermeasure could have functioned.And her dream was
simply news.Even so, she still didn’t know how much time they had left. It might be just hours.
But if it were years, or decades—then every moment must be made to count. Somehow.“Hei,
Ravna!” came a childish shout from across the yard, in the direction of the school. They would be
around her in a moment.I can’t do this. She half turned, retreating toward the stairway.
Nightmares can be the truth. It wasn’t just villains who had to make the hard
decisions.CHAPTER 02There was no school on the last day of every ten. Sometimes that made
the end of the tenday terribly boring to Timor Ristling. Other times, Belle would show him some
dank corner of the New Castle, or Ravna Bergsndot would take him across the straits to Hidden
Island.Today was turning into the most entertaining kind of day, one where the other kids let him
come along on their projects.“You’ll be the lookout, Timor,” Gannon had told him. Gannon
Jorkenrud had organized the expedition, and specifically invited Timor, even though it meant
they had to carry him part of the way down from Starship Hill. Gannon and the others even
helped Timor across the boulder field at the base of the cliffs. Sea birds skirled all about.The
kids were right down on the seashore now, the cliffs towering behind them. It was strange to be
at eye level with the water. The froth of the waves seemed to merge with the sea haze above,
misting over the buildings of Hidden Island just a couple of kilometers away. Here you could see
what was beneath the cliffs. You could see how “low tide” had pulled back the water, leaving this



field of slick rocks, a jumble of giants. There wasn’t a single dry place; all this was underwater
when the tide was highest.Belle pattered along beside and around Timor, grumbling as she
often did. “This dirty water is going to smudge my pelts.” Belle was all white. This was quite rare
among Tines—though one of her, the old male, might have had black patches when he was
younger.“You didn’t have to come, crapheads,” said Gannon. He and Belle didn’t get along.Belle
gave a hiss and a laugh at the same time. “Try and keep me away. I haven’t been to a good
shipwreck in years. How did you figure it was going to come ashore here?”“We’re humans.
We’ve got our ways.”Some of the other kids laughed. They were strung out, walking down a
narrow path between the rocks. One of them said, “Actually, Nevil saw it on Oobii’s surveillance
monitors when he was studying shipside. Ravna and the packs know about the wreck, but they
haven’t seen the latest updates.”“Yeah! Woodcarver’s packs are probably down at Cliffside
harbor. We’ll be first where stuff really happens.”Walking down here, they still couldn’t see the
wreck, just the water crashing on the rocks. Ahead, a swarm of seabirds towered over one
particular spot. Timor felt an odd twinge of nostalgia. It still happened, when there was
something about this world that reminded him of before. Those birds were so alien, but at the
same time, their clustering was just like construction swarms back home.The water surged ankle
deep now, soaking through Timor’s leather shoes, gripping like icy hands. “Wait up, guys!”“See, I
told you walking in this was bad.” That was Belle, dancing around in discomfort.Gannon looked
back. “What is it now?…” Then he shrugged. “Okay, this is where we put you up on a
rock.”Gannon and some of the other kids came back and boosted Timor to a ledge on the
nearest monster boulder. Belle climbed two of herself over the remaining three, and reached the
same cleft in the rock.“You can make it to the top from there, can’t you?” said Gannon.Timor
twisted around, trying to see beyond the slick curve of stone. He really didn’t like to say he
couldn’t do something. “Yeah, I can.”“Okay. We’re gonna go on ahead. Heh. We’ll make friends
with the shipwrecked doggies. You crawl on up to the top of this rock. If you see Woodcarver’s
packs coming or Ravna Bergsndot, then have your pack give us a shout. Got it?”“Yup.”Gannon
and the others continued on their way. Timor watched them for a moment, but only Øvin Verring
turned to give him a little wave. Well, these kids had gotten older than him; he shouldn’t be
surprised they didn’t include him in much. On the other hand, he was the lookout.He slid along
the ledge toward some obvious handholds. Below him, Belle was poking around to find a way up
for her bottom three. Oops, there was a pair of sea birds perched above him. He remembered
the lectures about birds and nests. “Nests” were a little like autoform crèches except without the
safety overrides; those birds might come down and peck at him if they thought he was after their
replicates.Fortunately, the birds contented themselves with loud cackling, then one after the
other they took off for the swarm that hovered over the water’s edge. He noticed that that was in
the same direction the kids had been walking. Hei! He was almost at the top of the rock! He
maneuvered carefully across the slippery black stone, doing his best to avoid the bird poop.One
of Belle’s heads poked up from the edge of the rock. “How about a little help here?”“Sorry.” He
lay flat on the rock and reached down to the first one’s forelegs. That was her one male, Ihm. By



the time Timor had him pulled up, Belle was able to help him with the rest of herself. She
clambered to the middle of the rock and sat on her feet, complaining all the while about her
frozen paws. He turned awkwardly around and finally got a glimpse of the wreck. The raft was
mostly still in the straits, but sliding meter by meter toward the rocks.Three of Belle hunkered
down, listening. The others sat tall on either side of Timor. He guessed those two were watching
the wreck. In most ways, Tinish vision was worse than humans’, but if they chose to spread out,
they had much better depth perception.Belle said, “Can you hear the timbers breaking on the
rocks?” And of course Tinish hearing was lightyears better than the naked human ear.“Maybe.”
Timor looked at the front of the raft. Okay, rocks would break wood, right? Especially if the rocks
didn’t have avoidance systems. And nothing had avoidance on this world. He saw how the
timbers had split down the middle. The two halves of the vehicle were sloping separately. Surely
that could not be part of its design.He squinted, trying to make out the details. The raft was piled
high with barrels. And now he saw that there were lots of Tines, though they wore brownish rags
and were mostly hunkered down between the barrels. Occasionally four or five of them stood
together and tried to do something with the rigging. Yes, they were trying desperately to keep
their craft off the rocks.“They’re in trouble,” he said.Belle made a hooting sound, a Tinish laugh.
“Of course they’re in trouble. Can’t you hear the ones in the water, screaming?”Now that she
mentioned it, he could see heads here and there in the water. “This is terrible. Shouldn’t
someone be trying to help?” Timor was quite sure that Gannon and the other kids weren’t
capable of providing much help.He felt Belle shrug. “If they hadn’t been swept so far north, or if
they had come at high tide, there’d be no problem.”“But shouldn’t we help those packs in the
water?”One of Belle’s heads looked in his direction. “What packs? These are Tropicals. The
individual members are probably as smart as any northern singleton, but they just don’t make
packs except by accident. Look at that raft! Junk made by mindless Tines. Sometimes the idiots
get swept away from their jungles and the ocean brings them up here. I say the more of them
that die along the way, the better.” She grumbled on the way she often did, gossiping and
complaining at the same time: “Our own war veterans are bad enough, broken up bits of people.
But at least we keep them decently out of sight. These rabble coming in now have no call on us.
They’ll be idling around town, soiling the alleys, dumbhead singletons and trios. Mangy, smelly,
mindless thieves and beggars…”The rest made even less sense. Belle was one of those packs
who spoke almost perfect Samnorsk, but sometimes part of her would rattle on even after her
main attention was elsewhere. Timor noticed that the pack was intensely focused on the wreck,
her long necks twitching back and forth. She had been even more eager than Timor when
Gannon Jorkenrud had invited them to come along. He followed the center of her gaze. There
were barrels bobbing in the foaming surf.“So if the Tropicals are such problem, why are you
interested in the wreck?”“That’s the thing, boy. These shipwrecks have been going on since time
out of mind; I remember legends of them. Every few years, a crowd of Tropical singletons gets
washed ashore. They’re always a problem, the ones who live. But the rafts usually have valuable
junk on board, stuff we normally don’t see, since the Tropics are so filled with disease and choirs



that no pack can survive there.”She paused. “Hei, some of the barrels are on the rocks. I can
hear them breaking up.” Two of her scrambled to the edge of the rock. Her oldest hung back,
watching to keep them all oriented. “Okay, Timor, you stay here. I’m going down to have a look.”
Her two youngest were already sliding and scrambling down, risking cuts and sprains in their
eagerness.“But wait!” shouted Timor. “We’re supposed to stand watch.”“I can do that close up,”
she said. “You stay up here.” Her two youngest were out of sight now, hidden by the edge of the
boulder. Two others were helping old Ihm to negotiate the slippery rocks. She emitted a Tinish
chord that Timor recognized as evasive mumbling. “You be the overall lookout, okay?
Remember, Gannon is depending on you.”“But—”All of Belle was out of sight now. Of course,
she could still hear him, but she could be pretty good at ignoring him too.Timor settled back on
the middle of his rock. This was a good lookout position, though with Belle gone, it would be just
his voice to shout directions. As best he could see in the sea haze, there were no rescue boats
coming across the straits from Hidden Island. Cliffside harbor to the south was much closer, but
the marina was a forest of unmoving spars and masts. It really was up to Gannon and the other
kids to help the shipwrecked Tines.He looked back to where the sea met the rocks. Here and
there, he could see Belle’s members. She had worked her way through several narrow passages
and was almost into the foam. She moved carefully, trying to keep her paws out of the icy water;
nevertheless she was within a few meters of Tropicals who had fallen overboard. Could she help
them? Tines were wonderfully good swimmers; Ravna said that the Tines had evolved from sea
mammals. But watching Belle, Timor guessed that the arctic waters were too cold for
them.Nevertheless, Belle had two of herself partway into the surf. The others were tugging at the
cloaks of the furthest out, keeping them from being swept away. Maybe she could rescue a
member or two. Then he noticed that she was desperately reaching for a wooden barrel that was
jammed between half-submerged rocks. Some kind of green fabric peeked out of breaks in the
container.“Oh, Belle,” Timor said to himself. He moved to the south side of his rock, trying to get
a better view. There! Gannon and the others had finally reached the water. He could see most of
them now. There were also a couple of packs with them, but Gannon’s pals didn’t have much to
do with Tines. These packs looked pretty uncomfortable, huddling close among themselves and
complaining loudly enough that Timor could hear them from fifty meters way. The Children didn’t
look comfortable either. Their pants were soaked; Øvin and the others were visibly shivering.
Gannon had climbed onto a little terrace, was waving to the others to follow him.A big part of the
raft was barely ten meters from the kids. It bobbed out and in, sometimes getting so close to the
terrace that Timor feared it would ram the Children. This piece of raft had remnants of sails flying
from broken-looking masts. Timor hadn’t taken any sailing classes; those were only for the older
kids, the ones who wanted to be explorers and diplomats. But these masts and sails weren’t the
tidy, regular things he saw in the Hidden Island harbor or at Cliffside. Unless these parts were
regenerating—and the Tines had no such technology—this raft system was totally out of control.
It probably had been ever since it ran into some storm.Belle continued to ignore everything
except her barrel of treasure, but Gannon and the other kids were shouting to the mob on the



raft. The two packs on the shore were shouting too. Timor couldn’t understand any of it, but the
noise from the Tropicals was loud. It didn’t sound much like Interpack. Maybe it was some other
Tinish language, or just frightened screeching.Timor couldn’t imagine what the kids could do to
help. He looked again in the direction of Cliffside harbor. Hei! Something was moving along the
curve of rocky beach. It looked like four or five packs hauling carts. And way high above them—
the antigravity skiff! It didn’t matter that it wasn’t a human design and that it constantly teetered
like a falling leaf. It was a little bit of home.The agrav descended along the cliffs, cautiously
tipping around the updrafts. It was coming down well ahead of the approaching packs, but still
short of Timor’s position. For a moment, Timor wondered why Pilgrim—the only possible pilot—
hadn’t brought it closer. Then the skiff tipped over, scraping the rocks with its canopy. It flipped
again and landed with a crash. It crashed a lot lately. Fortunately the hull was stronger than wood
and harder than rock. The top hatch popped open and after a second a human head appeared.
No surprise, it was Johanna Olsndot; she was almost always the passenger.Timor turned back
to give a shout to Gannon and the others. Help had arrived!Gannon Jorkenrud was teetering
near the edge of his rocky terrace. The big piece of raft had grounded just out of reach. Øvin
Verring and some of the kids were hanging back, but Gannon and others were throwing things at
the raft. They were shouting, or laughing, and throwing again and again. They were throwing
stones at the Tropicals.Timor stood up and shouted, “Hei, you guys! Stop that!” No doubt his
words were lost in the wind, but his windmilling arms caught their attention. Gannon gave him a
wave, perhaps thinking Timor was warning of discovery. The stone throwers backed away from
the edge of the water. Timor slipped on the rock, landing hard in one of the puddles that pocked
the surface.So he’d probably earned Gannon’s good will. That had been awfully important to
him, but it seemed kind of ugly now.* * *The Year Two shipwreck was the first since the
Children had come to Tines World. Johanna Olsndot was just sixteen, yet she managed to
establish her Bad Girl reputation in the aftermath of the wreck—a remarkable achievement
considering that other kids misbehaved for years without getting so labeled.Pilgrim
Wickllrrackscar had heard there was a shipwreck, and the two of them had flown down to help
out. Certainly that was not Bad Girl behavior. They bounced to ground well ahead of
Woodcarver’s shore patrol. Johanna was out the hatch and running toward the wreckage even
before Pilgrim had the agrav locked down. Behind her, the flyer rose briefly back into the air, and
fell again. She paid that scant attention. The Tropicals’ raft had already broken on the rocks.She
saw that other rescuers were already here, an unlikely crowd of Children led by Gannon
Jorkenrud. And—well, by damn!—they were throwing rocks at the drowning Tines! Johanna
skirted the boulders, splashing through the icy water of the Inner Straits, shouting and swearing
at Gannon’s gang.The group had already retreated from their position on the rocks. They were
busy disappearing in the direction of the cliff path. All of them were younger than Johanna and
none quite as tall. Besides, Johanna was the one with the reputation for temper and she was the
only Child who had actually fought in the Battle on Starship Hill.Johanna took one long look
around the blocky talus, searching for any other wrongdoers. There, one more Child, very small.



It was Timor Ristling, awkwardly scrambling down from a rock, helped by Belle Ornrikakihm.
Now there was a sneaky pack of beasties. Then Timor and Belle were out of sight, too, and the
thought flitted from her mind. Pilgrim had come down from the agrav. All five of him was trying to
drag her out of the ankle-deep water.“Hei, what’s the problem?” protested Johanna. “The water’s
still enough.” It was bone-chilling cold, but here behind the rocks, the sea was tamed into a
gently swirling pond.Pilgrim led her along the gravel, a meter or so back from the water. “It’s not
all that shallow. There are holes and dropoffs. You get confident, walk about, and things can get
very bad, very fast.” For a death-defying pilgrim he could be a wuss. But to be honest … just four
or five meters from where they were standing, there was already white foam spinning up from
the water. Standing at the level of the sea, the surface of the water was almost indistinct, the
churn of sea mist transforming the daylight into murk.The shore patrol had arrived. The five
packs were already working with ropes to slide the biggest parts of the raft away from the
grinding rocks.Out on the wreckage, dozens of Tines were perched on piles of junk. These were
the first Tropicals Johanna had ever seen. They were every bit as strange as the locals claimed.
The foreigners didn’t cluster into packs. They were like a mob of singletons, doing whatever they
pleased. Some of them cooperated to pull on the ropes thrown to them; others cowered in terror.
She looked across the misty water. Here and there, she saw a head, or a single Tine lying across
a bit of broken timber. Dozens of the creatures had been swept overboard.Johanna reached out
to the nearest of Pilgrim. It was Scarbutt, still the largest of the pack. “Look there! Those ones in
the water are going to drown! We should go after them first.”Pilgrim gave a general nod of
agreement. “Not sure that can be helped.”“Hei, it sure as hell can be helped!” Johanna pointed at
the coils of rescue rope that the shore patrol packs had brought. “Grab those ropes! Get the
shore patrol to do the important stuff first!”Pilgrim was normally a very forward fellow. Now he
hung back for a second, then ran along behind the shore patrol packs, gobbling loudly. Even
after three years of listening to Interpack, Johanna found the language mostly unintelligible. The
words got stacked up in chords, some them too high pitched to hear. By the time you got the
sounds separated out, you were trying to make sense of the next chord. Just now, Pilgrim was
shouting some kind of demand. The sounds of “Woodcarver” popped up several times. Okay, so
he was invoking higher authority.Two of the shore patrol packs left their posts and helped Pilgrim
drag unused loops of rope away from the rocks. More packs were running toward them from
Cliffside harbor. These didn’t look like shore patrol. Most of them avoided Johanna and Pilgrim.
Like the rest, they seemed mostly interested in the raft. Well, there were more lives at stake
there, but the ones who needed immediate help were out in the water. In all, only three packs—
counting Pilgrim—were now working to save them. Over and over again, the packs would whirl
about, tossing floater-tipped ropes out into the sea. The struggling singletons leaped from the
water, desperately reaching. They looked almost like seamals when they moved like that. In
warmer, quieter water they would have been quite safe. Here, the rescue ropes were essential;
when a singleton managed to snatch a throw, it was quickly dragged into a stretch of flat pebbly
beach. Johanna and the others managed to save a dozen of the swimmers, but there had been



at least thirty heads out there before. The others must have been lost to the cold or been swept
further north.Meantime, the rest of the packs had dragged in what remained of the raft. The
Tropicals on board came streaming off as the shore patrol and local citizens climbed on the junk
heaps and began rooting around. Johanna belatedly realized that the main purpose of the
“rescue” was to get at the wreck’s cargo.There were no more survivors visible in the straits.
Except for Pilgrim, the packs who had been helping with the rescue tosses had joined the other
salvage maniacs. Along the flat stretch of beach, the surviving Tropicals were clumped together
in shivering groups. The smallest of those was at least twenty Tines. These weren’t packs; they
were just singletons hunkered together for warmth.Johanna walked to the edge of the crowd,
listening for Interpack speech. There was nothing that she recognized. After all, there were no
real packs here. She could feel an occasional buzzing sensation, though; these creatures were
not silent in the range that the packs called mindsound—about forty to two hundred fifty
kilohertz.Pilgrim was pacing her progress, but staying fifteen meters or more away from the
nearest of the Tropicals. “You’re not too popular right now,” he said.“Me?” replied Johanna,
keeping her eyes on the strange mob. Scarcely any of them had clothing, but their pelts were just
as mangy as the stories had claimed. Some of the creatures were almost hairless except down
near their paws. “We saved these fellows.”“Oh, they aren’t the ones you’re unpopular with,” said
Pilgrim. Johanna drifted a little nearer the mob. Now there were dozens of heads following her,
jaws snapping nervously. Pilgrim continued, “Hei, I didn’t say the Tropicals like you either! I’ll
wager that none of them realize you helped save them.”Necks lunged in her direction, and one
or two of the critters tumbled down from atop the others. For a moment, she thought this was an
attack, but when the Tines reached the ground, they just looked startled. Johanna backed away
a step or two. “Yes, I see what you mean. These are like battle fragments. They’re scared and
mindless.” And they could go into attack mode if something spooked them.“That’s about right,”
said Pilgrim. “But keep in mind that these fellows are not the remains of packs. Most likely they
have never been part of a coherent pack. Their mindsound is just a pointless choir.”Johanna
continued along the edge of the mob. There was a certain distance the crowd seemed
comfortable with. If she got inside that, they would begin to come at her. Pilgrim was right. These
weren’t like war casualties. Battle fragments she had known longed to be part of coherent packs.
They would react with friendliness toward Pilgrim, trying to entice him close. If they had known
humans before they were damaged, they would be quite friendly to her. “So what’s going to
happen to them?” she said.“Ah well, that’s why you’re a bit unpopular with the shore patrol. You
know we get a shipwreck like this every few years. The cargo is mostly junk, not the sort of things
you’d find if serious trade were intended.”Johanna looked across the misty beach. There really
weren’t enough shore patrol packs to contain the rescuees. The Tropicals wobbled around
weakly and most seemed intimidated by the coherent packs, but there was a steady trickle of
mangy seafarers who took advantage of the gaps in the shore patrol cordon and ran off along
the beach. When a pack pursued, then there was a concerted rush by five or ten of the other
refugees. Not everyone could be corralled and brought back. She looked at Pilgrim, “So the



patrol would prefer that more of them had drowned?”Pilgrim cocked a couple of heads at
Johanna. “Just so.” He might be consort to a Queen of the Realm, but he was not the least bit
diplomatic. “Woodcarver has enough trouble with local fragments. These will just be
trouble.”Inside herself, Johanna felt something colder than the water. The packs’ treatment of
fragments was her most unfavorite thing about Tines World. “So what happens to them, then? If
anyone tries to force them back into the sea—” Her voice rose, along with her temper. Ravna
Bergsndot would not put up with that, Johanna was sure. Not if Johanna got to her in time. She
turned and began walking quickly back to the agrav flier.All of Pilgrim turned about and trotted
along beside her. “No, don’t worry about that happening. In fact, Woodcarver has a longstanding
decree that any survivors be allowed the run of Cliffside village. These patrol packs are waiting
for reinforcements, to chivvy the mob into town.”About a third of the seafarers had already
disappeared, trotting off as singletons and duos. They might do better than the fragments
Johanna was used to. Frags of coherent packs were generally anxious mental cripples; many
starved to death even if they were basically healthy. Elderly singletons, the castoffs, lasted only a
short time. Johanna didn’t slow down. An idea was percolating up.…“You’re planning something
crazy, aren’t you?” said Pilgrim. Sometimes he claimed he stayed with her because in a year she
did as many weird things as he would see in ten anywhere else. Pilgrim really was a pilgrim, so
that was an extreme claim indeed. His memories went back centuries, hazing off into unreliable
history and myth. Few packs had traveled their world so much, or seen so much. The price of the
adventuring was that Pilgrim was more a surviving point of view than an enduring mind. It was
Johanna’s great good fortune that that point of view was currently embodied in someone whose
attitudes were so basically decent. Of all the Tines in the world, Pilgrim and Scriber had been the
first she’d known. That bit of luck had saved her. Ultimately, it had saved all the remaining
Children.“You’re not going to tell me your plan, eh?” said Pilgrim. “But I bet you want me to fly you
someplace.” That was not a difficult thing to guess, considering that Johanna was still walking
toward the flier, which was parked—crashed—at the base of a cliff so steep and smooth that no
pack or unaided human could hope to climb it.Pilgrim ran around in front of her, now leading the
way. “Okay, then. But keep in mind. The Tropicals can’t live here very well. The packs they make
are loose, even when they try to form them.”“So you’ve lived in the Tropical Choir?” That was
something that Pilgrim had never quite claimed.Pilgrim hesitated. “Well, for a time I lived on the
fringes—you know, in the Tropical collectives. The true Choir of the deep jungles would be very
quickly fatal for a coherent pack. Can you imagine being surround by such mobs, no one caring
to keep a decent distance? Thought is impossible … though I suppose if the stories of nonstop
orgies are true, it might be a happy way to dissolve oneself. No, I just meant that these
shipwrecks have happened before. We’ll have a year or two of nuisance, far more singletons
wandering around than normal old age and accidents would account for—more even than after
the war with Steel and Flenser. But eventually the problem will take care of itself.”“I’ll bet.” They
were walking between house-sized boulders now, scrambling over lesser rocks that had fallen in
between. This was not the safest place to promenade. All those rocks had come from



somewhere above them. Sometimes after a spring thaw you’d see the rocky avalanches adding
to the talus. At the moment, that was just a passing thought in the back of Johanna’s mind,
another reason to fly away from here. “So after a year or two, these poor animals are mostly
dead and Woodcarver’s folk have solved the problem?”“Oh no, nothing like that. Or almost
nothing like that. Over the centuries, Woodcarver and her people learned that if they waited till a
good chill autumn and a surface current that was mainly southerly, you could get rid of most of
the survivors in an almost friendly way: just repair their rafts or make new ones. After all, it’s not
that hard to make junkwork like that out of the flotsam that is always rolling in.”“You mean the
surviving Tropicals can just be led aboard and put out to sea?”“Not quite, though sometimes
that’s enough. What the Old Woodcarver learned was that the Tropicals are like jaybirds. They
like shiny things. They like firemakers—which doesn’t make sense since those go bad so fast in
humid weather. They like all sorts of silly things. And long ago, folks around here figured what
those things were. So pile the trinkets up on the rafts. Put some food aboard—and if the tide is
right you can coax the remaining Tropicals aboard. Then just push them out into the southerly
stream. Hei, problem solved!”Johanna reached for the smooth silvery metal of the agrav flier.
Her touch caused the side hatch to flip upwards, and a ramp to slide out. The craft had been
designed for wheeled creatures. Entrance was easy for the likes of humans or Tines. She
climbed aboard and settled into her usual slot (which was not so well designed for the human
form).Pilgrim came scrambling over the rocks, and one after another padded up the ramp. “It’s
not as if they are whole people, Johanna. You know that.”“You of all people don’t really believe
that, do you, Pilgrim?”The fivesome was busy seating himself all around the flight cabin. The
agrav’s user interface might have been flexible in the Beyond, but down here in the Slow Zone, it
defaulted to the form most fit for its original owners. Those had been Skroderiders. There might
not be a single one alive on the whole planet. Too bad, since that default user interface had the
flight controls scattered around the periphery of the cabin. Maybe a human crew could have
flown the agrav—if that crew had trained their whole lives for the instabilities of the flight system.
A pack, on the other hand, if it were as practiced and crazy as Pilgrim, could fly the thing, but just
barely.As the door closed and Pilgrim busied himself resetting the boat’s agrav fabric, part of him
looked around at her, considering her last question. He made his human voice a little bit sad
sounding, “No, they’re more than animals, Johanna. My love Woodcarver might say that they’re
also less, but you know I don’t believe that. I’ve been in pieces often enough myself.” He pushed
at one of the dozens of control holes set in the console. The agrav lifted up on the left side, then
on the right. They slid sideways, smacking into the cliff face. He corrected, and the boat sagged
left, coasting away from the cliff but bouncing against the largest of the rocks below. By then
Pilgrim had the rhythm, and the boat fluttered upward, only occasionally scraping the cliff. Two
years ago, after it became apparent that someone like Pilgrim was needed to fly the boat, Pilgrim
had made a hobby of scaring the pee out of his passengers. Partly that was pilgrim humor and
partly it was to give him an excuse to fly wherever he pleased. Johanna had been on to his game
even if Ravna was fooled. She had called him out on the issue, and she was pretty sure that



nowadays when the boat behaved insanely it wasn’t Pilgrim messing around. The problem was
that the agrav fabric was weakening and becoming less rational. More and more, the best
performing parts of the fabric were salvage from Oobii. Pilgrim was forced to constantly relearn
the boat’s flight characteristics. He didn’t have time for his old hoaxing around.The skiff slid
down five meters, but well away from the cliff. It was twenty meters above the rocks now, with
enough clearance all around so that its wobbling was not a concern. This was really not a bad
takeoff at all.As they drifted generally upward, most of Pilgrim turned to look at her. “I forgot to
ask. Where is it you want to go?”“We’re going to get these sailors a decent home,” Johanna
replied.* * *Woodcarver’s Fragmentarium was perched in the lower walls of the Margrum
Valley, not far above Cliffside harbor, where the Tropicals were being herded. Pilgrim’s flight path
was more or less straight toward the Fragmentarium. That is, it wobbled in all directions, but the
average was straight. At higher altitudes he could have risked supersonic speeds, but for short
little hops like this, a running pack might outpace him.Though the boat looked like silver metal
from the outside, Pilgrim kept the hull transparent for those within. The view remained
surprisingly bad. The scavenged agrav fabric was stubbornly opaque, a patchwork of russet
scraps. In some places the repair work was so extensive that it looked like a Tinish muffling quilt
sewn together by a crazypack. It was that pattern of obstacles that determined Johanna’s
favorite perch. Her seat really wasn’t a seat—she had to lean forward to clear the ceiling—and
the safety harness was ad hoc. On the other hand, she had a good view straight down.They
were just passing over the Children she had seen down by the shipwreck. Five boys and two
girls. From this altitude she could recognize every one. Yeah, these were the ones. Johanna
shook her head, muttering to herself. “You see that?” she said to Pilgrim.“Of course I see.”
Pilgrim had three snouts pressed close to one clear spot or another. He had no trouble seeing in
multiple directions. “What’s to see?”“The Children. They were throwing stones at drowning
Tines.” She checked off the names in her mind, vowing to remember. “Øvin Verring. I never
dreamed he would do something like that.” Øvin had been exactly her age. They’d been evenly
matched at school, and friends in a non-romantic way.The skiff performed a tooth-rattling dip
and bounce. Johanna had learned to keep her tongue from between her teeth when she rode
this gadget. Nowadays she barely noticed the acrobatics, except when they were close to hard
objects.Pilgrim recovered control; he didn’t seem to notice the bouncing either. “To be honest,
Jo, I don’t think Verring was throwing stones. He was hanging back.”“So? He should have
stopped the others…” They passed over another Child, this one smaller, falling behind the
others. A fivesome was walking with the boy. It was one of only three packs that seemed mixed
up with these delinquents. “See? Even little Timor Ristling was down there messing around. He
was acting as lookout for the others!” Timor was a cripple now. He had been healthy enough at
the High Lab, but even then she had pitied him. He’d been about her brother’s age, but he came
from a family of low-level integrators, far beneath the brilliant scientists and archeologists who
were reanimating the old archive. The closest analogy on Tines World would be to say Timor’s
folks were janitors, sweeping up the glittering trash that more gifted folks left behind. The boy



had never done well in his school classes; he just didn’t have a mind for technological thinking.
You’d think all that bad fortune would make him more kindly disposed to those poor souls on the
shipwreck. Hmm. “I’ll bet it’s that pack he’s hanging out with.” The pale fivesome was clustered
around him. Belle Ornrikakihm was a grifting wannabe politician out of Woodcarver’s pre-human
empire. It was a shame she’d gotten her claws into Timor. The boy deserved a better Best
Friend, but he was old enough to refuse mentoring.Their agrav skiff had pulled ahead of the
cluster of humans. She could see back now, almost into the faces of the kids at the front. Yeah,
there was Gannon Jorkenrud, waving and joking to his pals. Jerkwad. Back at the High Lab,
Gannon had been one year older than Johanna. He’d skipped grades, had been at the point of
graduating from their little school. Gannon was a flaming genius, even more talented than Jo’s
little brother. At age fourteen, Gannon was as much a master of anguille borkning as any of the
research staff. Everybody agreed that someday he would be the best borkner in all Straumli
Realm. Down Here, Jerkwad’s talent was good for nothing.The agrav wobbled higher, flying a
little faster. Below them were more shore patrol packs and ordinary citizens, walking north from
Cliffside village, probably headed for the shipwreck. There were even a few humans. One of
them was running.“Hei, that’s Nevil down there,” Johanna said.“He was throwing rocks?” Pilgrim
sounded surprised.“No, no, he’s coming from Cliffside.” Nevil Storherte was the oldest of the
Children. Certainly he was the most sensible. At the High Lab, Johanna had had such a crush on
him, but necessarily from a distance. He probably didn’t even know she existed back then. She’d
been barely a teenager and he’d been almost ready to graduate. A year or two more and he
might have been one of the Straumer researchers. His parents had been the Lab’s chief
administrators, and Nevil—even when so young—had had a natural aptitude for
diplomacy.Somehow he had learned that Gannon and the others were coming down here. He
hadn’t been in time to stop them, but she could see that he wasn’t running to be first to the
shipwreck. He had turned inland, heading for the cluster of Children. As he approached he
slowed to a walk, waving to Gannon and the others, no doubt giving them a proper chewing out.
She leaned down further, trying for a clear view. The sea mists had been driven inland and the
kids were almost out of sight, but she could see that Nevil had stopped all the miscreants and
was even waiting for Timor and Belle to catch up. He looked up and waved to her. Thanks, Nevil.
She wouldn’t have to feel bad that she hadn’t hung around herself.Johanna leaned back and
looked out the south-facing side of the flier. Though they were half hidden by sea mists, she
could see Cliffside village and its little harbor, right down at the mouth of the Margrum River. The
agrav climbed into a cloudless day of late summer, and she could see forever. The “U” of the
glacier-carved Margrum Valley stretched inland, green lowlands rising to stony bluffs and the
patches of high snow that lasted all the way through the summer. Historically, the Margrum had
separated Flenser’s domain from Woodcarver’s. The Battle on Starship Hill had changed all
that.Woodcarver’s Fragmentarium was ahead, just above the mists. The Fragmentarium had
started out as a temporary war hospital, Woodcarver’s effort to honor the packs who’d suffered
in support of her. The place had grown into something much more. Pilgrim claimed there had



never been such a thing in this part of the world before. Certainly, there were plenty of packs who
still did not understand its purpose.The buildings sat on a small tableland in the side of the
valley. Fences followed along the edge of the flat space, taller than any Tinish farmer would ever
build. The buildings within were crammed together, leaving as much open space as possible for
exercise and play. Woodcarver joked that it was actually to give enough space for Pilgrim to
make a safe landing. Considering how often Johanna and Pilgrim came here, that was a good
thing.As they came fluttering downwards, she noticed that among the Tines drifting around the
exercise yard there were some who looked suspiciously mangy. How had they gotten past the
fence? She realized that she might not be the first person bringing word of the shipwreck. She
began revising her sales pitch accordingly.CHAPTER 03Usually, Johanna was mobbed by
whatever singletons were out in the exercise area. Today a few of the more articulate called out
to her, but most of the patients seemed more interested in the Tropical visitors. None of the
place’s keepers—the broodkenners—were in evidence.Johanna and Pilgrim left the exercise
field and walked past buildings that Ravna Bergsndot called the “old folks’ home.” Pack
members rarely lived longer than forty years. These buildings housed Tines that were too aged
to live and work with their packs. The rest of theirselves would visit, in some cases stay for days
at a time, especially if the old ones had been some special intellectual or emotional part of the
pack. For Johanna, it was the saddest part of the Fragmentarium, since without decent
technology none of these fragments would get any better. The rest of theirselves would visit
more and more rarely, eventually incorporating younger members, and not coming at all.Here
and there a head raised to watch her. Some of the visiting packs—the ones who valued their old
selves enough to be united—honked greetings and even whole sentences of Samnorsk. There
were grateful folk here, but all in all it was too much like the dark ages of human prehistory, like
what we Children ourselves must face Down Here.The broodkenners’ office was at the upslope
end of the encampment, beyond the exercise field and the barracks for able-bodied fragments.
There was one more shortcut they could take, but Johanna and Pilgrim stayed well away from
the war criminals’ compound. That was an institution that many Tinish kingdoms supported,
though usually it was a public pillory where partially executed enemies of the state could be put
on display. Woodcarver had never been such a sadist. Pilgrim often assured Jo that the Children
were fortunate to have fallen in with the kindliest despot in the world. Since Flenser was
rehabilitated and Vendacious had escaped, there was only one war criminal left in the Domain,
and that was Flenser’s monster, Lord Steel. The original Steel had been cut down to three
members. His remnant had a prison cell with its own little exercise yard. She hadn’t seen that
fragment in two years. She knew her brother came here occasionally to talk to the threesome,
but then Jefri and Amdi had personal issues with Steel. She hoped the visits were not meant to
taunt the creature. Steel was thoroughly mad, surviving in a weird tug of war between
Woodcarver’s caution and Flenser’s demand that the remnant not be destroyed. Today she
heard shrieks of rage coming from the prison compound, demands to be released. The
Remnant Steel knew something was going on, and apparently there was no keeper to let it out



into its exercise yard.“So where are the broodkenners?” said Johanna. Not even Carenfret was
around, and she was obsessively dutiful.“Harmony’s here. I can hear him talking.” Pilgrim jabbed
a snout toward the admin office.“He’s here?” Damn. Harmony was the chief broodkenner, a pack
of the old school and a real jerk. Now she could hear Tinish gobbling ahead. It was loud enough;
she’d mistaken it for the usual random shouting that came from the patients’ barracks. Yes, the
pack was talking on the telephone. That was probably a good thing, since Harmony’s judgment
could only benefit from outside advice. She lifted the high bar on an inner gate and let herself
and Pilgrim through. The admin building was actually a dorm for the overnight broodkenners,
most often Carenfret. It was big enough for two or three packs, but right now there seemed to be
just the one voice within. The front door was open. She bent low and awkwardly waddled
indoors, preceded and followed by Pilgrim.Harmony was way in the back, in his official office.
That wasn’t as large as Harmony would probably like, but it was the room with the telephone,
and the Chief Broodkenner had claimed it his first day on the job. Johanna was pleased that no
one had ever told him how easy it would be to wire the phone into a different room. She wasn’t
the only one who thought ill of this pack.Harmony was just racking the phone when Pilgrim and
Johanna stuck heads into his room. “Well, well,” he said, sounding cordial. “Here is the source of
so many of my problems.” He gestured at the floor in front of his desk. “Do please have a seat,
Johanna.”Jo settled herself on the floor. Now she had to look up to see Harmony’s heads. Well, it
beat standing stooped over to avoid the ceiling beams. Pilgrim settled himself in the hall, with
just one head poked around the door. He could participate in the discussion without his
mindsound interfering too much.Johanna had put together a little speech, but this phone call
might change things. “So,” she said, winging it, “you’ve heard about the shipwreck.”“Of course. I
just finished discussing the matter with the Tinish Queen Herself.”“Oh.” So what did Woodcarver
say? Harmony looked too self-satisfied for it to be anything good. “There are almost two hundred
surviving Tropicals, sir. Pilgrim tells me that’s substantially more than in the average South Sea
wreck.”Harmony gave an irritated little ripple of his heads. “Yes. I understand you are largely
responsible for this problem.”“Well, I helped too,” Pilgrim put in cheerily.Harmony waved a
dismissive snout at Pilgrim. The Chief Broodkenner always tried to ignore Pilgrim. The two packs
were about as different as packs could be, one as tightly held as a human’s clenched fist, the
other so loose that sometimes it seemed to dissolve into lesser parts. Unfortunately for
Harmony, Pilgrim was the queen’s consort, had been for more than two years. Part of the queen
herself was now from Pilgrim. Harmony was far too cautious to say anything reportable against
him. All his heads turned back in Johanna’s direction: “No doubt you’re wondering where my
assistants are this afternoon.” He meant the other broodkenners, most of whom were very nice
people.“Well, yes.”“You’re the reason for their absence. That’s what I was just discussing with the
Queen. It’s bad enough that you’ve transformed this shipwreck from a commonplace opportunity
into a serious inconvenience. But it’s inexcusable that you directed them to come here for
refuge.”“What? I did no such thing.”Pilgrim said. “Hei, I was there, Broodkenner. Of course,
Johanna did no such thing. I doubt if any of the Tropicals knows a word of Samnorsk.”Harmony



all came to his feet, his various members adjusting the trim red jackets of his uniform. Two of him
came partway over his desk, gesturing emphatically at Johanna. “Forgive me then. This is simply
what I would expect of you. It’s what my assistants thought too. Every one them is downhill from
the broodkennery right now, holding off the onslaught of Tropical riffraff. We all speculated just
who put the creatures up to this.”Johanna crossed her arms and leaned forward. She knew that
the main body of the mob was still on the beach being herded toward Cliffside village by the
shore patrol. There couldn’t be more than thirty or forty who had slipped free—and those would
be wandering across the hillsides. As for the idea that she had suggested the Tropicals come
here: well, bunk. Harmony had done this sort of thing to her in the past, making wild accusations
that turned out to be exactly what she was about to suggest. This time she refused to be
disarmed. “Sir, if your staff thought I directed the Tropicals here, maybe that’s because it’s a
good idea. The Tropicals are creatures just like your own members, just like the singletons whom
we help here at the Fragmentarium.”“Here at the broodkennery,” Harmony corrected.
Broodkenning was an essential part of Tinish civilization, a cross between marriage counsellor,
animal breeder, and reconstructive surgeon. Johanna respected most broodkenners, even
hardclawed ones who couldn’t stand the sight of her. It took real skill to properly recommend
which puppies should go with which packs or whether a whole new pack should be made. It took
even greater talent to create well-functioning packs from adult singletons and duos. Some of the
local broodkenners were geniuses at their craft. Harmony Redjackets wasn’t one of them. He
was an East Coast expert who had somehow flimflammed Woodcarver when she was in the
dumps for having lost two of her oldest members. The redjackets of the East took a harsher
attitude toward individual members than most packs out here. In a way, they were like the Old
Flenserists—though she would never suggest that straight out to Woodcarver.“That’s the
fundamental problem with your meddling,” continued Harmony. “Your notion of fragments as
patients. I can understand it. It’s based on the fundamental human weakness. You simply can’t
help it.”Johanna almost interrupted with a sneering comment. If we Children weren’t lost in this
pre-tech wilderness, we could replace any part of our bodies, and easier than you, Mr. Harmony,
can imagine. Unfortunately, that might tend to support Harmony’s main point. At a loss for a
cutting response, Johanna let the other’s argument roll on.“We packs can choose what we are.
We can live beyond our members of the moment and always be the best that can be.”At least
Pilgrim had a reply: “I’ve been around long enough to know that’s not always true.”“Loose pack
that you are,” said Harmony.“Ah, true. But a loose pack who has the ear of the Queen. So tell me,
Harmony, you’re just going to turn away the mob that came ashore this morning?”“Yes.” The
redjackets was smiling.“There’s more of them than usual,” said Pilgrim. “As a Choir, they’re a loud
nuisance. As singletons and duos they’ll soon be drifting around our towns, making an even
bigger nuisance of themselves. Neither villagers nor merchants will approve. And I know
Woodcarver would not approve killing them.”Harmony was still grinning. “That would not be such
a problem if you two had only let nature take its course with the superfluous ones.” He shrugged.
“No one is talking about killing the survivors. I’m quite aware that eventually the remnants will sail



away with what trinket garbage we provide. Woodcarver has told me that it happens every few
decades.” He gave a pointed and unanimous look in Pilgrim’s direction. “You are not the only one
with the ear of the Queen.” He waved at the telephone. “Marvelous instrument, this. Certainly the
best toy you two-legs have brought to civilization.”Damn, fumed Johanna. I could have called
both Woodcarver and Ravna during the flight up here. Instead I just wasted my time fuming.But
Harmony was still talking. “The Queen and I agreed it would be absurd to cram more bodies into
the Royal Broodkennery. Without extensive enlargement, there is simply not enough room. More
important, housing a Choir of Tropicals is quite the opposite of the purpose of this institution.” He
paused, as if inviting Johanna or Pilgrim to object. “But you need not worry about them
burdening the alleys and markets of Newcastle town or Hidden Island. I’ve suggested an
alternate option to Her Majesty, and she has enthusiastically blessed it. The Tropicals will be
guided to a new enclave, built specially for them.”“A second Fragmentarium?” asked Pilgrim.“Not
at all. This will be at the south edge of Starship Hill, far from all the places where such creatures
can make trouble. It will need no staff, since it’s for containment, not treatment.”“So, a prison
camp?”“No. An embassy! The Tropicals’ Embassy. Sometimes absurdity is the best solution.”
Honking laughter backed up Harmony’s words. Tines could do that, provide their own audio
accompaniment. Mostly it was cute, but then there was Harmony Redjackets. “Of course, there
will be some fences needed, and in the early days guarding the exterior will be good practice for
all those soldier packs the Queen keeps on payroll. But the compound will include a little
farmland, enough for hardicore grass and a yam garden. We all know that Tropicals don’t like
meat.”Johanna glared back at the pack. Tines were omnivores, but they all loved meat. The only
vegetarians among them were the very poor. Harmony had definitely won the argument if that
was all the comeback she had. She glanced at Pilgrim. “Well, then,” she finally replied, “I
suppose that’s a solution.”"In fact,” said Pilgrim, “it might even be a good solution, depending on
the details. You have to realize, this situation could go on for several years. I’m not sure that
—”“And that,” interrupted Harmony, “is, thank goodness, not my problem. You can take your
concerns about the future to the Queen, as I’m sure you will continue to do.”“Um, yes,” Pilgrim
replied.Behind her, Johanna could feel one of Pilgrim pulling gently at her waistband, telling her
it was time for an orderly retreat. Pilgrim was afraid she would try to get the last word. He knew
her too well. Okay, this time she would prove Pilgrim wrong. She came to her feet, careful not to
crack her head on the ceiling. “Well then, Sir Harmony. Thank you so much for solving this
problem in such a timely and, um, graceful way.” See, I can be diplomatic. She bent a little more,
but it wasn’t a bow; she was just trying to back out of the office.Harmony made a little “don’t go
yet” gesture. “You know, I had an excellent chat with Her Majesty. I think that she and I have
come to think very much alike on issues of probity and public health. After all, broodkenning is
one of the foundations of a happy nation. I think we in the East understand that much better than
most people here. The reaction against Flenser’s excesses was bad enough. You humans have
added your own confused ethics to the mess.”“Yes, I’m sure,” said Johanna, waving a gesture
she was fairly certain Harmony would not recognize. She really had to get away from this



guy.Unfortunately, Harmony was the kind who liked to rub it in. Or maybe he thought that the
time to press ahead is when you’ve already scored some points. “You should understand,
Johanna, that your crazy influence on the Royal Broodkennery is coming to an end. We simply
don’t have the resources for your notion of a Fragmentarium.”That got her attention. “You’re
giving up on the war veterans, the accident victims?” She took a step back in Harmony’s
direction, pulling against Pilgrim’s jaws.Harmony seemed oblivious to her tone. “No, not that. The
Queen is quite explicit. Though the odds are against success, and merges of adult fragments
are often ineffectual packs, even so we owe the veterans our best efforts. It’s the foolishness that
has to go. Pack members get old, they get incurably ill, and they die. I’m sorry, I have to say it.
Despite all your wishful thinking, members die. It’s not our job at the broodkennery to prolong
that process—and we simply do not have the resources to do so.”“But the old ones die in any
case, Harmony. Why should you care that their last year or two is pleasant?”The redjackets
shrugged. “That’s why, when I first came to this job, I thought your foolish ideas were harmless.
But have you noticed? Your unhealthful approach has just encouraged normal packs to linger
over their dying parts. We have more and more of these sick and unproductive parts here. They
aren’t getting any better. We agree, they never will get better. But they are filling up our
floorspace, taking away from the cases—including those adult singletons you so seem to love—
that we could save. Someone has to make the hard decisions. There needs to be a
thinning.”Pilgrim stuck a head back into the room. “You may have trouble justifying your ‘hard
decisions’ to soft-hearted western packs who want to carry on with their oldest
members.”Harmony steepled a couple of his heads judiciously. “It will ultimately be the choice of
the packs involved. We’ll simply tell them our assessment of their weaknesses and point out that
we no longer have the resources to care for their morbid members. They’ll be free to let us deal
with them—or they can take that responsibility themselves, as decent packs have always done.”
Traditionally, that meant that when a member could no longer keep up with normal hunting, well,
it would fall behind. In fact, “to fall behind” was the Interpack euphemism for member death.“And
the ones you take care of, how do you kill them, hmm?” Johanna took another step back into the
room, far enough that Harmony finally understood the threat.Two of him surged forward,
blustering, but the others were staring up at her a little nervously. “Th-there are traditional ways,
not at all painful or distressing. You poor two-legs, trapped in a single mortal body, I can’t expect
you to understand our point of view.” Now all of him seemed to have recovered courage. Five
pairs of toothy jaws were waggling around in front of her.Behind her, all of Pilgrim had grabbed
her pants and the bottom of her jacket. No more subtlety; he was doing his best to drag her from
the room. His voice was diplomatic, belying the effort: “Well, thank you for the advance notice,
dear Harmony.”The redjackets gave a gracious wave. “My pleasure—though it was the Queen’s
suggestion that I inform you.”“I’ll thank her myself,” said Pilgrim, “the next time we’re
together.”There were implications in Pilgrim’s words that should give the chief broodkenner
pause. For packs, “being together” could mean literally “being of one mind.” It was certainly a
stronger retort than anything Johanna could think of. She let her toothy friend lead her away.Jo



didn’t speak until they were out of the building, beyond even Tinish earshot. “I hope you meant
what you said, Pilgrim. About talking to Woodcarver.”“Oh yes indeedy. Harmony takes his
redjackets much too seriously. His kind is the worst thing about the East Coast.” But Pilgrim
sounded more amused than enraged.“He’s a monstrous sonsabitches,” said Johanna.Pilgrim
was looking around at the multistoried barracks that stood on both sides of the path. From here,
you couldn’t even see the exercise field and the valley beyond. “This place has really gotten
overcrowded, you know,” he said.* * *The rest of the afternoon was spent in something
unusual: a screaming argument with Pilgrim. Fortunately for her hearing, it was Johanna who did
all the screaming. How could her best friend in the world be so lukewarm about the murders
planned at the Fragmentarium? By sundown, Johanna was convinced that he was taking her
case to Woodcarver just to keep Jo mellow. Pilgrim was certainly doing his best to avoid arguing
the issues with her. He really didn’t understand why thinning the old members was murder. And
he didn’t want Johanna to come along to talk to the Queen.“It’s an intimate thing, Johanna. You
know, sex and mindtalk.” He waggled his heads salaciously.Normally that excuse worked. She
certainly had no place in a Tinish love affair—but tonight she suspected Pilgrim thought that Jo
and her weird human notions would just cause trouble. “Okay, then,” she said. “You do your thing
with Woodcarver. But make her understand! This redjackets crap is just as bad as the Old
Flenser.”“Oh, I will, I promise. I’ll do my very best.” The fivesome danced around nervously, then
finally chased himself out the door. Coward.She should follow him up to the New Castle, maybe
talk to Woodcarver herself. Pilgrim just didn’t have the proper fire.Fortunately, some shred of
common sense remained, and Jo stayed inside until Pilgrim was well gone. She could give
Ravna Bergsndot a call. Along with Woodcarver, Ravna was Queen of the Realm. Ravna might
not take her title seriously, but she was the most powerful person in the world. She could tell
Woodcarver what to do about this, and by the Powers Above, her word would rule. Yeah, the
trouble was that Ravna was too much of a compromiser. She would compromise about anything,
as long as it didn’t get in the way of fighting the Blight.Johanna stepped out into the twilight and
took a few deep breaths. The northwest still held sunset colors, but elsewhere the sky was
darkening blue, with stars already visible in the east. She cursed this world often enough, but
summer was mostly a beautiful time. You could forget how deadly a natural world could be. You
could even sometimes forget what you had lost. This little cabin that she shared with Pilgrim was
an upper-class residence by the standards of the locals. If Ravna’s plans for heating water with
the starship’s beam gun could be implemented, houses like this would be more comfortable than
any old Tinish castle.Maybe she should walk up to Newcastle town. That was where most of the
Children lived, and all of the toddlers. Her brother might be up there. No, Jef and Amdi were in
the north woods this tenday, learning to be scouts. But there were other Children she could talk
to. Nevil? He was probably still down in Cliffside village. He’d be perfect to talk to; he’d
understand. Too bad the phone lines hadn’t been strung that far, or else she’d call him for
sure.Johanna walked downhill, away from the New Castle and the town that surrounded it. There
really was no one to talk to tonight. Maybe that was best; she was so bloody angry. Packs could



be lovable, nicer than most humans. But even the nicest of them didn’t really see their members
as persons. She walked a little faster, letting the old frustration grow. Today had brought a lot of
that to a head, and she wasn’t going to let it go. In the past, she had seen members die; they
were people, even if she could never convince the packs of that.Well, if talking could not make a
difference, maybe there were actions that would. She let that thought rattle around in her mind
for a few moments, imagining what she could do if she had some of the powers that every
Straumer—even every Straumer child—had had before they fell Down Here. Ravna’s starship,
that was nothing compared to a few merge toys and braemsjers. She’d raise the fragments to
mindfulness, give them tools that would wipe the smug expression from packs like Harmony.It
really felt good to imagine such a turn of fortune. And it would have all been possible, not
dreaming at all, before they were cast down from the Top of the Beyond. Before everything had
gone so terribly wrong at the High Lab.She looked around, realized she’d walked more than a
kilometer. She’d reached the edge of the Margrum Valley. The moon had risen, showing the far
side of the valley afloat above an evening fog. The path—its official name was the Queen’s Road
—became a bit twisty, zigzagging back and forth as it descended the north wall of the valley.
During the day, there would be plenty of wagon traffic here, the kherhog handlers arguing about
their right of way.While she was imagining impossible revenge, her feet had carried her halfway
back to the Fragmentarium. Maybe her feet were smarter than her head. Harmony complained
about not having floorspace, and Woodcarver agreed. Well, there were ways of making
floorspace. There were ways of making everyone look up and listen! Her pace picked up. Now
both head and feet were cooperating—what a Tinish thing to say—as she realized how much
change she could make all by herself. Somewhere in the back of her mind a little voice was
saying that what she could do might be worse than not doing anything at all. But for the moment
that voice was easy to ignore.She came around the last turn before the Fragmentarium. The top
of the cloud layer had just submerged the buildings, so all she could see were a few dim lights,
probably from the old-members barracks. Admin would be hidden around on the other side of
the compound. The Queens’s Road continued on its winding path down to Cliffside village, but
the turnoff to the Fragmentarium was just another fifty meters or so. She walked forward, into the
fog.“Hei, Johanna.” The voice came from a little way ahead.Jo gave a squeak of surprise, her
mind cycling through variations on fight, flight, or make friendly social conversation. She peered
into the mist. Aha. Friendly conversation was in order. It was a pack of four. No, five if you
counted the puppy in a pannier.“Hello,” Johanna said. “Do I know you?”The four adult members
brought their heads together. Even a meter or two of fog was enough to soak mindsound into
silence; the pack was trying to think clearly. After a moment the voice replied: “Not understand,
Johanna. Sorry.”Jo made little sweep of her hand. Most packs seemed to take that motion to be
like the Tinish head gesture for “That’s okay.” Of course, it might be too dark for the pack to
see.After a moment, they all continued along the path. As usual the fog was playing little tricks
with sound. There was a buzzing sound that might have been some beat frequency of
mindsounds. Or maybe it was just humming nervously. “I, hmmm,” it said—trying to think of the



Samnorsk words? “I … am,” there was a Tinish chord that might have been familiar, “I … work …
New Castle, um … work stone.”“You’re a mason at the New Castle?”“Yes! Right word. Right
word.”Before the humans came, before the Children’s Academy, stonemason work was a fairly
high-standing tech profession; it was still quite respectable. They walked together in silence,
divided by a difficult language barrier. Now she realized that they were not alone; there was a
pack pacing along behind them, and maybe another behind that. Certainly Mr. Stonemason had
heard them, so it seemed more mysterious than sinister to Johanna.“Turn. I turn … here,” said
the stonemason. They were at the turnoff to the Fragmentarium. Johanna followed the pack
down the flagstoned path. They passed a wick lamp and she got a look at the other two packs.
One was just a threesome. The other was four but two of its members were scarcely more than
puppies. So, mystery explained.As they came near the old-members barracks, the other two
packs both started gobbling. Various voices responded from within, and the packs were both
racing off toward the building. The stonemason stayed with Johanna. As they came near the
entrance, it spoke again: “You don’t remember me, but except for my puppy, I was with you and
Pham Nuwen when you entered the New Castle. You know, the day Pham made the sun go
dark.”Johanna turned to the pack, struck by its sudden fluency. An old, balding member had
limped out of the shadows. The stonemason had flowed around it, and now all heads were
pressed close together. The pack must have been one of Woodcarver’s guards at the Battle on
Starship Hill.Jo smiled. She didn’t remember this particular pack, but—“I do remember the day.
You were outside? You actually saw the sun go out?” Almost any technology could overawe a
pre-tech civilization such as on Tines World, but what Pham had done, twisting the laws of
nature across hundreds of lightyears … that was something that awed even the Children. It was
no surprise that the act had sucked up all the output of the sun.The five—even the little puppy—
were nodding agreement. “A thousand years from now, it may only be a myth in the mind of the
pack of me, but it will be the greatest myth of all. When I looked up at the dark of the sun, I felt
the Pack of Packs.”The stonemason, now including the halt member who lived in the
Fragmentarium, was silent for a moment. Then it gave a shiver. “It’s too cold out here for some of
me. Why don’t you come inside? There are several whole packs tonight. They don’t speak
Samnorsk, but I can translate for them.”Johanna started to follow the other into the hall, but then
she realized that most of the critters within were not reunited. They really were falling behind. If
she stayed more than a minute or two she would start blabbing about what Harmony had in
mind … and too many would understand. She stopped at the door, and waved the stonemason
through. “I’ll come here another night,” she said.The pack hesitated a moment. “Okay, then, but
you should know. I’m grateful to you. Part of me is very sick, but with her I am much more clever. I
can plan better. Every night I come here, and I work better the next day. It’s partly the planning I
do when I’m smart. It’s partly what my new puppy learns from my old part. Rich people do this all
the time.” All the heads looked up at Johanna. “I think that’s part of how they stay rich. Thank you
for suggesting this place to Queen Woodcarver.”Johanna bobbed her head. “You’re welcome.”
Her words came out strangled. She turned and walked stiffly away, into the dark. Damn, damn,



damn.She wandered in the mists for some minutes, long enough for the guilt to boil back into
rage. She needed a proper act of creative revenge against Harmony and all of his traditionalist
ilk. Something that would kick even Woodcarver in the teeth if she couldn’t see sense.Eventually
she ran into the high fence that surrounded the exercise yard and the able-bodied barracks. She
walked along the barrier, trailing her fingers against the wooden slats. So Harmony figured there
wasn’t enough room. Yeah, it was crowded. Helping one’s old members was more popular than
anyone had predicted. No doubt Harmony was also complaining about the various resources
consumed too. That would make more of a difference to Woodcarver. But Woodcarver was rich.
If she wasn’t rich enough, Ravna could kick in some of Oobii’s tech rents. This world was so
poor, so stupid. In the High Beyond, caring for individual sophonts was one of the smallest costs
of operations, handled invisibly for the most part. Wealth went for other things.…She almost
tripped over the creature that was digging under the fence. The Tine pulled its head and paws
out of the dirt. Its jaws snapped shut just where Jo’s face had been before she startled back—
but there was no further attack. The critter had no backup; it was a singleton. No, wait. There
were a couple others, lurking about in the misty moonlight. They were all Tropicals. Glares were
exchanged, but then the mangy critters backed down. The three wandered off—and in different
directions. You’d never see a pack casually lose itself like that. How many of these troublemakers
were lurking around the Fragmentarium? The notion of bundling the Tropicals off to a separate
camp wasn’t completely stupid.Jo continued toward the entrance to the able-bodied barracks.
There was plenty of noise from inside the building. Outside, on her side of the fence, she saw
occasional shadows move, heard an occasional howl. Harmony must still have his broodkenners
playing dogcatcher all over the valley; she was here all by herself. The thought was not
frightening, quite the opposite. The Tropicals weren’t especially friendly, but they also seemed to
be total scatterbrains. And the fragments in the barracks ahead were Johanna’s friends—at least
to the limits of their intelligence.In fact … being alone here, she was in a position to get that
proper revenge she’d been thinking of. She walked faster, purpose informing her direction. The
idea was crazy, but it would create plenty of the precious “room” that Harmony was complaining
about. It would show that sonsabitches and Woodcarver, too, that the fragments weren’t to be
pushed around.The racket from within the barracks was really loud. Johanna came up here a lot,
and in the wintertime her visits were necessarily after dark—but she had never heard this much
angry gobbling. Of course, these frags were never as civil as whole packs. They had the moods
and whimsies of hundreds of separate animals. Most in this barracks were big and healthy, and
desperate to be part of whole packs. That was why the fence and the barred gate were
necessary. Most of the time, most of the frags were a little bit frightened of escape—even at the
same time they yearned to run out into the wide world and find some likely pack. Over the last
two years, Jo had made such matchmaking her business. Carenfret actually called Johanna the
“littlest kenner.” Johanna could walk right into the barracks and chat with singletons and duos
who knew a little Samnorsk. Even when speech wasn’t possible, the frags enjoyed having
something as smart as a pack that they could come near to, that they could pretend with. Any



number of times, she had started new packs by pairing duos or getting a singleton together with
a duo. At least as often, she had chatted up damaged packs on Hidden Island, or Newcastle
town, or Cliffside, and persuaded them that she had an ideal completion for them.It was that sort
of effort, both by her and the decent broodkenners, that made the escape attempts very half-
hearted.Tonight sounded very different.The wick lamp mounted over the gate showed dozens of
fragments milling around just inside the entrance. More were coming by the second, pushing
and shoving against the fence.As she came into view (or hearing, which perhaps was more
important for Tines) there were the usual calls of “Hei, Johanna!” “Hei, Johanna!” Those shouts
were drowned out by angry gobbling, by howling and yapping that almost sounded like the
baying of dogs.The more articulate actually made sense. The occasional Samnorsk matched
what Interpack she could understand: “Let us out. We want to be free!”Now she saw what might
be the explanation for all the incautious wanderlust: the Tropicals that had sneaked inside the
fence. She could spot only a couple, but they were in the loudest clusters. Apparently, their
attitude had tipped the overall consensus.She’d never seen so many fragments simultaneously
eager to break out. Besides banging the fence, some were digging at the foundations of the
barrier. Right at the entrance, a knot of singletons had piled up, trying to reach over the top. If
they had been a coordinated pack, wearing jackets with paw straps, they could have boosted
some of themselves out. As it was, the pyramid would reach about two meters fifty and then fall
back on itself.“Hei, Johanna! Help us.” The voice came from those piling against the
entrance.“Cheepers!” said Johanna. She recognized the white splash of fur on the back of its
head. This was the most fluent of the Samnorsk speakers; sometimes he actually made sense.
The poor guy would have been a big plus to almost any pack, but he was from one of Steel’s
recycled monster packs. He had memories that eventually repelled whomever he was intimate
with. Cheepers himself was gentle and friendly, and as smart as a singleton can be, which made
his situation that much sadder to Jo. She went to one knee so she could look at the singleton
eye to eye, through the tiny gaps in the fence. “What’s up, Cheepers?”“Get us out, get us
out!”Johanna rocked back. How could she explain? Nuance was rarely a singleton’s strong
point. “I—” she started to make some excuse and then thought, Well, why not? Slowly, she stood
up. Yes, she really could have revenge. And it would end the crowding, and it would give
Cheepers and his friends what they wanted.She looked at the gate. It was barred on the outside,
but with a simple timber and clasp. It was almost two meters off the ground. An escaped
singleton couldn’t reach the bar. She was vaguely aware of the three Tropicals on her side of the
fence, watching her. No doubt they were too scatterbrained to figure out the mechanism, but any
coherent pack on this side of the fence could have opened the gate easily, just by climbing up on
itself. Johanna could open it most easily of all.Jo stepped forward, already gloating about
imagined consequences. She reached for the gate bar, then hesitated. Consequences,
consequences. There was a reason these poor creatures had been brought here. Where else
could they go? In the towns of the Domain, a very few might find new minds, but the rest would
be cuffed about, some killed, some enslaved. There was a reason for having the Fragmentarium.



She herself had fought to make Woodcarver’s wartime field hospital into this institution.
Releasing the patients would be vengeance mainly on these patients themselves. She glanced
to her left, at Cheepers bouncing up and down, urging her on. If they hadn’t been all whipped up
tonight, these frags would mostly shrink from escape.Johanna stepped back from the gate. No,
there were some things too loony even for her, even in a rage. But I could have, and the look on
Harmony would have been—Something came streaking in from her left, knocking her off her
feet. All three Tropicals bounded past. They clambered over each other even as she scrambled
to her feet. Maybe they had seen what she was going to do, maybe they were that smart by
themselves. In any case, the top one eased its snout under the bar and flipped it loose. The
pressure from within swung the gate open, knocking the three’s pyramid in all directions. The
crowd within stampeded through, some of them knocking Johanna down again, most flowing
smoothly around her. Some even said “Hei” on their way past.Johanna curled forward, protecting
her face behind her knees and arms.Finally the thundering herd had passed. Their shouts and
caroling echoed back from the hills as they chased themselves both south and north along the
Queen’s Road.Jo got back on her feet. The damp ground had been trampled into mud. The
open gate hung at an angle. She saw a half dozen figures near the entrance.“Guys?” Johanna
walked toward the remaining Tines. It wouldn’t be surprising if the departure had left some
injured behind.Even close up, she didn’t see any blood. None of the Tines were limping, except
the one she called Dirty Henrik, and he’d had a bad forepaw ever since the rest of his pack got
squished in a rock fall. No, these six just couldn’t decide whether they were staying or going.
They milled in and out of the entrance, making nervous noises as they looked out into the
dark.Jo stood by the gate for a moment, feeling just as uncertain as the remaining Tines, and
thinking through her reasoning of moments before—before the Tropicals had put everyone on
the other side of the question. Finally she said, “You gotta make up your minds, guys, cuz I’m
gonna close this gate.”None of them understood Samnorsk, but when she put her hands on the
gate and began to push it shut, they seemed to get the message. All but Dirty Henrik quickly
slipped inside. Henrik remained half in and half out, his nose twitching as he smelled the night
air. His pack had been a lumberjack; maybe he could do all right in the outside. Dirty Henrik
wobbled back and forth, then realized the gate was still closing on him. He gave a little squeak
and retreated within.Jo had to force the gate upwards to overcome the bent hinge, and then it
was shut. She left the lock bar on the ground. Hell, if he wanted to badly enough, Henrik could
probably push his way out.And now … Johanna stood in silence for a moment, trying to make
sense of what had happened and decide how she should feel about it. Finally she shook her
head and started up the steps that led to the admin building. She had some phone calls to
make.* * *The other Children called the events of that night “Jo’s great jailbreak.” Some of them
thought it was all very funny. The consequences? Maybe they were as bad as Johanna had
imagined, though not quite so obvious and visible. For the next year or so, the back alleys and
garbage dumps of villages all around had a surplus of singletons and duos, aimless beggars
who importuned and incompetently burgled and robbed. A few came back to the



Fragmentarium. A very few found refuge in the new Tropical “embassy,” though the Tropicals
seemed much less happy to have recruits than they were to raise hell with the local
singletons.The majority of the runaways simply disappeared into the awesome wilderness.
Pilgrim thought that more than a few of the disappeared had survived and made packs of
themselves. “I can tell you from personal experience,” he told Jo some tendays later, when he
caught her crying, “when times get really tough, you’ll patch up with parts you could never
imagine sharing even a single thought with. Hei, look at me.” That turned her sobs into a
hiccupping laugh; she knew what he meant better than most humans. Nevertheless, she was
sure that the wide, deep silence of the northern forests had swallowed the lives of most of the
runaways.And consequences for Johanna Olsndot herself? Leave aside her most idiot
classmates who thought it was all a joke. Her little brother seemed to regard the incident with
uneasy awe. She was the sister who corrected his foolishness. In his view, this situation upset
the natural order.Woodcarver actually stopped talking to Jo for a time. Her Majesty knew the
odds against singletons in the wild. She had allowed the Fragmentarium from the same good will
that she extended to her war veterans—and Harmony’s plans had been an attempt to make
room for those healthy singletons to remain in safety. More, she knew that the escape was a slap
not just at Harmony Redjackets but at Woodcarver herself.Maybe it was because of good words
from Pilgrim to Woodcarver, but the Fragmentarium remained open. Indeed, one happy
consequence was exactly as Johanna had imagined: now there was plenty of room in the
institution. Woodcarver did not move to boot the old members out of the place. Mr. Stonemason
and the others had a place for their elderly parts, even doomed as they were. That crowding
problem was postponed for a while—and Harmony looked like the ineffectual, pompous
assholes that he was!Any time in the first days after the Breakout, Johanna could easily have
proclaimed her innocence. After all, the evidence against her was circumstantial, with Harmony
the loudest proclaimer of her guilt. The only eyewitnesses were very confused singletons, and
some of them apparently thought she had been the one to throw the gate open. She almost told
Pilgrim the truth—except that she soon guessed that he already knew. Johanna came even
closer to telling Ravna Bergsndot. It hurt to think that Ravna saw her as just a stupid little
teenager; the poor lady had to deal with too many of those already. But the days passed, and
Johanna’s reputation grew and solidified. Yeah, she was very glad she hadn’t done what people
thought she had. But hell, it had happened—and in the future, maybe people like Harmony
would think twice before they crossed the Mad Bad Girl of Starship Hill.Three years after the
Battle on Starship HillCHAPTER 04Remasritlfeer had been working for the Great Tycoon for
more than two years. This was a constant source of surprise to Remasritlfeer, who had never
taken kindly to fools, even ones as rich as Tycoon. The two years had been one crackbrained
mission after another, some more dangerous and exciting than the explorer in Remasritlfeer
would have ever dreamed. And maybe that was why he continued to work for the madpack.This
latest piece of insanity might finally bring an end to their relationship. Exploring the Tropics! The
assignment was more dangerous, more insane—literally insane—than anything Tycoon had



demanded before. But truthfully, the first few days had been magnificent: Remasritlfeer had
totally survived and in two ways he’d matched or exceeded the triumph of any explorer in the
history of the world.Unfortunately, that was four tendays ago. Tycoon just didn’t know when to
give up. Glory had degenerated into deadly tedium, tenday after tenday of failures.“There has to
come an end to it, you know.” The words expressed Remasritlfeer’s heartfelt opinion, but they
were spoken by his passenger on this flight. This final trip, if there was any mercy in the world.
Chitiratifor was a well-dressed sixsome who barely fit in the balloon’s passenger platform. The
Sea Breeze’s gondola was a cramped place where every pound had to be accounted for. The
insulation round the passenger platform was so thin that Chitiratifor’s anxiety was painfully loud.
Remasritlfeer could see claws and jaws here and there through the partition. His passenger was
gouging the frame of the gondola with all his strength. There were retching sounds, some of his
members barfing into the muddy water below.Remasritlfeer waggled a semaphore at Tycoon’s
sailing fleet below. They paid out the tether a bit faster, let the sea breeze blow the Sea Breeze
steadily toward the swampy inland. This had been the routine twice a tenday since the beginning
of this horrid exercise. All through the predawn, Tycoon’s support vessels would puff away,
mixing iron filings with various corrosive poisons, filling the gas bag of the Sea Breeze or its
alternate. Then, as the morning wind picked up, Remasritlfeer would lift off, sailing through the
air like no one in history, like no one in the world (if you didn’t count the Sky Maggots).“We’ll be
over land in a matter of minutes now, sir,” he said cheerfully to Chitiratifor.Chitiratifor made some
more mouth noise. Then he said, “This has to look good, you know. My master says that Tycoon
is still claiming the Tropics will make him rich beyond the dreams of all packs past. If we are not
convincing today, he’ll be sailing around down here forever, pissing away our treasure.”Our
treasure? Chitiratifor and his master Vendacious were a presumptuous pair. They had some
reason. They had provided critical fixes that made Tycoon’s inventions—including these balloons
—workable. Remasritlfeer could sense their contempt. They figured they could use Tycoon; it
seriously upset them when the Boss could not be swayed.It was too bad that in this particular
case Chitiratifor and Vendacious were absolutely right. Remasritlfeer looked inland. The weather
had been perfect so far, but there were high clouds ranked to the north. If those clouds marched
south, this afternoon could get exciting. At the moment, they simply blocked the far view, the
jungle basin that fed the River Fell. Even on the clearest days, one pack’s eyes could not see the
all of that. The Fell stretched northward to beyond the horizon. Its fringes were a vast network of
great rivers descending from smaller and smaller ones, ultimately from mountain streams at the
edge of arctic cold. Those lands had their own mysteries and threats. They were the scene of
endless deadly stories and many of Remasritlfeer’s own explorations—but they could not
compare to the Lower Fell, to the mystery and the threat of the ground below him now. Their
balloon wasn’t more than a thousand feet up. Details were lost in the humid mist—except when
he looked almost straight down. There was the muddy water, the occasional swamp grass. It was
hard to tell just where the outflow of the Fell ended. Normal ships ran aground on barely
submerged mudflats that extended more than a hundred miles out. The color of the shallows



and their smell had given the Fell its name before any pack set eyes on the river mouth itself. You
needed rafts or special-built ships to get as close as Tycoon’s fleet. And I am even closer yet!
thought Remasritlfeer. It was a rare privilege, one that he would treasure—after he was far away
from here. As for now, well, he’d seen cesspools in East Home with much the same appearance
as the murk below, and the smell was like nothing he had ever experienced, a mix of rot and
body odor and exotic plants.The Sea Breeze moved steadily northwards, not much faster than a
pack might walk. The wind and the tether combined to keep them at altitude, sparing them the
awful death that had claimed all previous explorers—and incidentally keeping them out of the
heat and damp of the tropical jungle. The grass below had taken on its tree form. The trunks
might still be below water, but yard by yard, as the balloon drifted north, those trunks became
thicker, holding more silt from the Fell. “Most of what we’re seeing now stays above sea level
except during storms and the highest tides,” said Remasritlfeer.More of Chitiratifor’s snouts were
visible now. The pack was peering down. “How far still to go?” he said.“We just have to move a
little eastwards.” Remasritlfeer had been watching the ground, and Tycoon’s ships, and the
payout of the tether. You could be sure Tycoon was watching back. If Tycoon had stayed back in
East Home, they all could have abandoned this foolishness by now. Directly below, he
recognized a pattern of trees that he had used on the last few flights; he signalled for the ship to
stop the payout and move eastward. The Sea Breeze bounced gently against the limit of the
tether. The ground below slid sideways. Remasritlfeer took on the manner of a tour guide: “And
now you’ll see the lost city of legend, the Great Choir of the Tropics.” Maybe it was a city. There
were hundreds of Tines wherever he looked. As the balloon took them across higher ground,
they could see more. Thousands of Tines. More. Perhaps as many as legend claimed. And
nowhere was there even one coherent pack, just the simple mindlessness of the vast crowd. The
sound … the sound was tolerable. The Sea Breeze was several hundred feet up, too high for
mindsound to reach. What Tinish sounds did reach the gondola were in the range of normal
Interpack speech. Some of it might be language, but the chords that sounded from thousands of
tympana were smeared of any meaning they might have had. It was an eerie dirge of
ecstasy.And it squashed Chitiratifor’s arrogance. Remasritlfeer could feel the gondola shift as the
fat sixsome huddled in on himself. There was fascinated horror in his voice: “So many. So close.
It … really is a Choir.”“Yup,” Remasritlfeer said cheerfully, though he had been similarly affected
the first few times he’d been here.“But how do they eat? How can they sleep?” In endless
debauchery went unsaid, but Remasritlfeer could almost hear the thought.“We don’t know the
details, but if we go lower—”“No! Don’t do that!”Remasritlfeer grinned to himself and continued.
“If we go lower you’d see that these creatures look half starved. And yet there are buildings.
See?” He made a pointing sound. Indeed, there were mud structures visible, some reduced to
worn foundations peeking out from below later structures, and those submerged beneath still
later mounds. No coherent pack would ever make such random things, barely recognizable as
artificial constructions.In places, the generations of mud structures were piled five or six deep, a
chaotic mixture of midden and pyramid and multistory hovel. There must be holes and crannies



within; you could see Tines entering and emerging. Remasritlfeer recognized the neighborhood
from previous flights. There were patterns, as if some fragment of conscious planning had
worked for a few days and then been swept away by noise or some other plan. In a couple of
tendays, all the landmarks would be changed again.“Another hundred feet will do it,” he said,
and signalled to Tycoon’s ship to drop anchor. Actually, navigating the tethered balloon was
rarely this precise. Today’s sea breeze was as smooth as fine silk. “Coming up on the Great
Trading Plaza.”There was some shifting around on the passenger platform above him, Chitiratifor
screwing up his courage to poke additional snouts over the railing. Then an unbelieving, “You
call that a plaza?”“Well, that’s Tycoon’s term for it.” More objectively, it was an open patch of
mud, fifty feet across; Tycoon had a peddler’s talent for using words to redefine reality. For
several moments, Remasritlfeer was too busy for chitchat. He reached over the edge of the
gondola to cast a mooring line downward. At the same time he shouted a big halloo to the Tines
below. Of course, there were always watchers down there, though sometimes they seemed to
forget the point of this exercise. Today, the response was almost immediate. Three Tines ran
toward the center of the open space. They came from widely different points and were clearly
singletons. Only when they got within a few feet of each other was there any sort of coordinated
activity. Then they scrambled around clumsily, snapping at the rope that Remasritlfeer dangled
down to them. Finally, two stood steady and third scrambled up and got the rope. Then all three
got jaws on it and dragged the cord round and round a mud pillar.Chitiratifor did not seem
encouraged by this show of local cooperation. “Now we’re trapped, are we? They could just pull
us down.”“Yup, but they don’t try that so much anymore. When they do, we just drop the rope
and fly away home.”“Oh. Of course.” Chitiratifor said nothing for a moment, but his mindsound
was intense. “Well then, let’s proceed. We have a failure to observe, and I want some details for
my devastating report to our employers.”“As you say.” Remasritlfeer was at least as anxious as
anyone to dump Tycoon’s Tropical fiasco, but he didn’t feel like agreeing with the likes of this rag-
eared thug. “One moment while I prepare the trade.” Remasritlfeer ducked down to the bottom of
the gondola, opened the drop door. Their cargo was in a bannerwood kettle hung just below. It
didn’t look like any water had slopped over during the balloon’s ascent.“Are you guys ready?”
Remasritlfeer focused his words into the kettle.“Yessir!” “Righto.” “Let’s go!” … The words coming
back were all piled up, the response of dozens—perhaps all—of the creatures in the
kettle.Remasritlfeer ladled a dozen of the wriggling cuttlefish into a trade basket. Their huge eyes
looked up at him. Their dozens of tentacles waved at him. In all the jabbering, he did not hear a
particle of fear. He stuck a snout down to just above the rippling surface of the basket. The
cuttlefish were very crowded in the small space, but that was the least of the problems they
would soon face. “Okay, guys. You know the plan.” He ignored the tiny cries of enthusiastic
agreement. “You talk to the folk below—”“Y-ye-yes, yes, y-yes! We ask them for safe landing for
you. More trade. Harbor rights. Yes, yes! Yes!” The chords piled up in a tinkling mass, the speech
of a dozen little creatures, each with voracious memories, each smarter than any singleton—but
so scatterbrained that Remasritlfeer could not decide how smart they really were.“Okay then!”



Remasritlfeer gave up on his attempt at guidance. “Good luck!” He latched the trade basket’s
rope to the mooring line and paid out the cord.“B-b-b-bye, g’bye!” The tinkling of chords came
from both the basket and from the crowd in the bannerwood kettle, comrades calling to one
another. Way beyond the tiny basket, the muddy space below was still empty of all but a few
Tines. That was normally a good sign.Chitiratifor’s voice came from above: “So why not send
down the whole kettle of fish?”“Tycoon wants to see how this goes, then maybe send down a few
more with different instructions.”Chitiratifor was silent for a moment, perhaps watching the trade
basket as it swayed down and down along the mooring line. “Your boss is freaking insane. You
know that, don’t you?”Remasritlfeer made no reply, and Chitiratifor continued, “See, Tycoon is a
self-made patchwork. Half of him is a skinflint accountant. But the other half is four mad puppies
the accountant picked just for their crazy imaginations. That might be a good idea, if the miser
was the dominant half. But this miser is driven by the lunatic four. So do you know the reason
he’s mucking around here?”Remasritlfeer couldn’t resist showing that he understood something
of the matter. “Because he counted the snouts?”“What?—Yes! The accountant in him estimated
the number of Tines in the Tropics.”“It could be more than one hundred million.”“Right. Then his
lunatic four realized that dwarfed any other market in the world!”“Well,” said Remasritlfeer,
“Tycoon is always on the lookout for new markets, the larger the better.” In fact, new markets
were Tycoon’s greatest obsession, the driver of almost everything he did.Two of Remasritlfeer
continued to watch the descent of the cuttlefish. Their multiple monologues were still clearly
audible. The basket would touch down in just a couple of minutes.Angry talk continued to come
from the passenger platform: “Tycoon has lots of stupid ideas, including the notion of getting
power by selling things. But this time … so what if the Tropics has—what crazy number did you
say? The point is, those millions are animals, a mob. Unless we could kill them all and exploit the
land, the Tropics are worthless. I’m telling you, in confidence of course, my boss is getting tired
of this tropical adventure. It’s bleeding from our essential strengths, the technological advances
that Vendacious is providing, the factory base at East Home. This foolishness has to stop,
now!”“Hmm, I hope your boss has not been this emphatic with my boss. Tycoon doesn’t react …
favorably … to being ordered around.”“Oh, don’t worry. Vendacious is much more the diplomat
than I am. I’m just an honest worker, much like yourself, um, sharing my doubts and irritations
about our betters.” Remasritlfeer himself was far from being a diplomat, but he could tell when
someone was feeling him out. He almost blasted back, telling the six assholes above him where
he could stuff Vendacious and his treacherous plans. No. Be cool.After another moment of
silence, Chitiratifor changed the subject. “The talking cuttlefish have almost reached the
ground.”“Yup.” In fact, the cuttlefish in the bannerwood kettle were chirping their interest, too.
Apparently they could hear their siblings far below.“Your boss told my boss that this would be the
definitive test. If it fails, we can all go home. I count that as very good news—and yet, who but a
madpack would bet on speech-mimicking cuttlefish?”That was a reasonable question, and
unfortunately Remasritlfeer didn’t have any answer that would not make Tycoon look like an idiot.
“Well, they’re not really cuttlefish.”“They look delightful. I love cuttlefish.”“If you took a taste of



their water, you wouldn’t be interested in eating these. Their flesh is nearly inedible.”
Remasritlfeer had never eaten one of the strange wrigglers, but the South Seas packs who
fished the atolls in the far west had learned of the creatures’ intelligence and foul taste almost at
the same time. It was Tycoon’s collecting of fantastic rumors that had sent Remasritlfeer halfway
around the world to visit those islands, talk to the natives, and bring back a colony of the strange
animals. What had seemed as absurd as the present adventure had ended up being the most
exciting time of Remasritlfeer’s life. “And these little critters really can talk.”“But it’s nonsense, like
the words of a singleton.”“No, they’re smarter than that.” Maybe. “They’re so intelligent that
Tycoon has conceived the test we do today.”“Yes, his secret plan. I don’t care what it is, as long
as this is the last try.…” Chitiratifor was silent for a moment, presumably watching the trade
basket descend the last few feet to the muddy ground. Others were watching. Intently. At the
edges of the open space, where the unending mobs swirled and eddied, there were heads
turning, thousands of eyes watching the Sea Breeze and the little package that was descending
from it. It had taken tendays of dangerous balloon flights—and some truly expensive jewels—to
establish this small open space and the erratically obeyed rules for these exchanges.“Okay, tell
me!” Chitiratifor’s curiosity had won out. “What in heaven’s name are you doing with these
fish?”“My boss’s brilliant plan?” Remasritlfeer kept all doubt and sarcasm out of his voice. “Tell
me, Chitiratifor, do you realize where we are?”Chitiratifor emitted a hiss. “We’re stuck just above
the heart of the packs-be-damned largest Choir in the world!”“Precisely. No explorer has ever
come so close. Tycoon’s fleet is anchored two thousand feet offshore. That is the closest of all
explorations. Over the ages, who knows how many explorers have attempted to reach the heart
of the Tropics from the North, either on foot or sailing the River Fell. There’s pestilence and
strange beasties on that approach—but those are survivable. I’ve survived them. And yet the
explorers who go further south all disappear, or return in pieces, near mindless but for the stories
that have made the Tropics legend. And now, you and I are here, just a thousand feet from the
center of it all.”“Your point being?” Chitiratifor tried to make the question sound lofty and
impatient, but there was a quaver in his words. Maybe the guy had finally gotten a good view of
the creatures below, the unceasing roil of the mob around the clearing. Given the heat, it was no
surprise that the creatures wore only random trinkets and splotches of paint. But clothing aside,
most of them could never be mistaken for Northern Tines. Tropicals’ pelts were thin. Many had
puffs of fur near their paws but were almost hairless on their sides and bellies. There were so
many Tines that even up here you could hear some mindsound. That vast chorus was truly the
most unnerving thing about this place, and probably what had put Chitiratifor into his near-
panic.Now most of Remasritlfeer’s gaze was on the trade basket below. By protocol, the three
Tines should not touch it until the rope went slack, but he was taking things slow and easy. He
interrupted their descent and took a very careful look with two of his heads gazing down from
opposite sides of the gondola. It looked like the basket was twenty feet up. It was time for
touchdown. And then … Remasritlfeer had no idea what would happen then.“My point?… Um,
can you imagine what it would be like to be down on the ground here?”“Madness,” said



Chitiratifor, and it was hard to tell if that was his answer, or his reaction to the question. Then: “A
coherent pack down there, surrounded by the unending millions of the Choir? The mind would
disintegrate in seconds. It would be like a lump of coal tossed into a vat of molten iron.”“Yes,
that’s what it would be like if you or I were dropped into the Choir, but look: The result of our
previous trading is that we have a clear space down below. There are just three Tines in that
space, the rope handlers. The nearest parts of the mob are almost thirty feet away. The situation
would be uncomfortable and you’d have to keep an absolute grip on your mind, but a pack could
survive down there.”Chitiratifor emitted a dismissive tone that warbled into the sound of fear. “I
can hear the pressure all around. That open space is a tiny bubble of sanity in the middle of hell.
The Choir doesn’t tolerate foreign elements. If you were on the ground, that precious open space
would disappear in an instant.”“But no one really knows, right? If Tycoon can get packs safely on
the ground, this tedious trading process might be speeded up.”“Oh. But that’s a theory you could
easily test. Just drop a pack”—Chitiratifor hesitated, choosing his words with care—“just find a
condemned criminal, give it the offer of freedom if only it will descend to this clearing and have a
chat with the delightful Tines we see below.”“Unfortunately, we don’t have any condemned
prisoners to help us out. Tycoon thinks that these talking cuttlefish might be the next best thing.
…” The reasoning sounded very thin even to Remasritlfeer. That was Tycoon for you: he had lots
of ideas, but most of them were absurd. The only people the Tycoon had convinced in this case
were the cuttlefish themselves, who seemed endlessly eager to talk to new strangers. You had to
wonder how creatures like that survived in the world; tasting bad was surely not a sufficient
defense.Chitiratifor forced a chuckle. “This is the brilliant solution Tycoon has been hinting at?
And you’ll honestly report what happens?”Remasritlfeer ignored the patronizing tone. “Of
course,” he said.“Well then, let’s land these fish!” Chitiratifor honked laughter.Okay, little friends. I
wish you well. From a thousand feet up, the last few feet were always tricky, but Remasritlfeer
had had plenty of practice. The little guys would come to no harm from the Choir’s mindsound;
the cuttlefish minds were as silent as the dead. The real question was how the Choir would react
to the presence of non-Choir talkers. The parts of him that were watching the edge of the open
space could see a strange kind of tension spreading out through the mob. Remasritlfeer had
seen this sort of thing before. The Choir was not a coherent mind, and yet small parts of it clearly
thought to one another, and those mindsounds percolated for hundreds of feet, creating patterns
of attention that were wider than he had ever seen except in sentry lines.“The Choir’s
mindsound,” came Chitiratifor’s voice, filled with overtones of awe. “It’s getting louder!” Chitiratifor
was shifting around on the passenger platform, beside himself with fear. He was causing the
entire gondola to bounce and sway.Remasritlfeer hissed, “Get ahold of yourselves, fellow!” But in
fact, the mindsound of the Choir did seem louder, a mix of lust and rage and pleasure and
intense interest, a rising madness. If all those Tines below could think together … well then
maybe they could focus this high. And destroy them even aboard the Sea Breeze. Then he
realized that although the mindsounds were louder and more unified, something else had
changed. Almost all low-frequency sounds had ceased. Gone were the moaning and fragments



of Interpack language that had been a ceaseless churn from the mob. It was so quiet in the low
sounds that he could hear the sigh of the River Fell as it swept past the mudbanks and grass
trees of the delta.Even the cuttlefish—both here in the kettle and down below in the trade basket
—had ceased their tinkling chatter. It was as if the entire world had taken a moment to watch and
see what would happen.Remasritlfeer’s wide-spaced eyes told him that the trade basket must
be on the ground. At the same time, the cord he’d been paying out went slack in his jaws. Yes,
touchdown!Now as clear as tiny bells, he could hear the cuttlefish chattering at the three Tines
who stood by the landing spot. They were saying exactly the sales pitch that Tycoon had worked
out for them, exactly what Remasritlfeer himself would have said if he had the courage to land in
the middle of this hell (though Remasritlfeer would have spoken with a single voice rather than
the dozen spouting from the little cuttlefish).The three Tines by the basket didn’t immediately
react. The eerie, low-sound silence continued a moment more. Then there came a spike of
mindsound that near froze Remasritlfeer’s hearts, anger so loud it seemed to come from his own
mind. From all directions, the myriad Tines broke the fragile protocol Remasritlfeer had worked
so long to construct, rushing inwards upon the trade basket.The lash of anger numbed
Remasritlfeer’s mind, but he saw and remembered what happened next: The mob surged in like
some monstrous wave, five and ten Tines deep. They came in from all directions, the open
space vanishing in less than two seconds. Somewhere under the mob was the trade basket.
Myriad voices screamed. The frenzy lasted almost a minute, so that for a time the attackers were
piling up on themselves. Finally the mob retreated, leaving something like the agreed-upon open
space. By some miracle, the Sea Breeze’s tiedown line remained in place, but the trade basket
was reduced to splinters.“What happened? Where are they now? What happened?” came the
voices of the rest of the cuttlefish in their bannerwood kettle.
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mstephe51, “Never guessed I would end up here. I read A Deepness in the Sky years ago. Hard
back from library.Later I read A Fire Upon the Deep. When I first read that one I was a little
confused because I was expecting it to be more like the first. Really, it just had a loose
connection. I Read that one again recently (actually reread the whole series) and then followed it
with this one. The slightly older me thanks it is fantastic. I read a lot of "Amazon" churned out
books. Some of them are really good but most are watered down like modern popular music. It
feels really good to read a high quality novel with some real meat.Read it but don't start with this
one. A Deepness in the Sky is still the best but I HIGHLY recommend them all.”

Mad Professah, “Another Excellent Entry In The Classic Zones of Thought Series. Two of the
best science fiction books of the last few decades were written by Vernor Vinge. These are the
classic titles A Fire Upon The Deep and A Deepness in the Sky (see MadProfessah reviews by
clicking on the links.) These books were published in 1992 and 2000, respectively and are now
generally described as being part of the Zones of Thought series. They both won the Hugo
Award for Best Novel in the year of their release. Now, nearly 20 years after the first book in the
series, Vinge has published a sequel called The Children of the Sky set in the exact same
setting as A Fire Upon The Deep, with several of the characters from the earlier books returning,
albeit in a time which is 10 years past the events in the first book.Most fans are usually
disappointed when a long-awaited sequel to a beloved book is finally produced. The reasons for
this are unsurprising; in the intervening years both the audience and the author have both aged
and changed and thus it is very difficult to recapture that spark which inflamed readers the first
time. Happily, in the case of The Children of the Sky, Vinge is able to seemlessly drop us right
back into the world he created with A Fire Upon the Deep decades before as if only a few
moments had passed by.The basics of the story are that a horrible disaster has befallen
civilization. In Vinge's Universe there are Zones of space in which different levels of technology
are possible. There is the Slow Zone, where faster-than-light speed is not possible due to the
limitations on computational complexity and speeds, the Beyond in which FTL travel and
communication is possible and the Transcend where the beings are so advanced they are for all
intents and purposes Gods. These Zones of Thought are not sharp delineations and there is
some variation even among the Zones. For example it's possible (and devastating) for planets to
slip from one zone to the other, causing functional technological levels to vary by thousands of
years of development in just a few seconds. In A Fire Upon The Deep a long-dormant evil
intelligence (known as The Blight) is awakened in the Beyond and begins to cause unimaginable
havoc to the civilized species who inhabit the Zone, resulting in the deaths of billions. A space
ship carrying a few hundred children in "sleepboxes" (suspended animation) crashes on a
planet and that story revolved around how the brother and sister Jefri and Johanna Olsndot
survive their first contact with the intelligent species which inhabit the planet, called Tines World.



The Olsndot siblings' parents were part of the scientific team that discovered and accidentally
released The Blight into the Beyond. The Tines are 4-legged furry animals resembling dogs who
communicate telepathically and through subsonic signals and when spatially close in groups of
four or more form a group intelligence equivalent to humans. The Tines have a basic medieval
form of society when suddenly they are exposed to the existence of modern technology from
The Beyond. Additionally, a space ship (called Out of Band) from the Beyond lands on Tines
World in order to rescue the children and get information on where the Blight came from in order
to protect and save the rest of civilization from its devastating effects.In The Children of the Sky,
Tines World is now firmly in the Slow Zone and ten years have passed since the events of the A
Fire Upon The Deep and most of the children who were in coldsleep have been awakened and
are starting to form a society with the realization they may never get back to The Beyond and
ever experience those familiar technologies again. One of the fascinating aspects of A Fire Upon
The Deep (and A Deepness in the Sky) is the incredibly detailed and complex society that Vinge
is able to produce, in a completely alien context. Here we have humans interacting with dog-like
hive minds and the characters are drawn with such fully realized motivations and emotions that
you are forced to empathise with them. Another feature of Vinge's writing is the ambiguity of his
characters, especially his villains. In A Fire Upon The Deep it is not very easy to distinguish who
the "good guys" are from the "bad guys" and it is a central tension of the book, which returns in
the sequel Children of the Sky that just because we are getting a first-person perspective on
events from a particular character does not necessarily mean that that character is a force for
"good." In fact, central to Children of the Sky is who gets to decide what is "good" or the best
course of action for a group of people? How are those decisions made? There are (at least) two
main factions and they both feel they are doing the correct thing for the Children and Tines
World as a whole. Eventually it becomes clear that one faction is willing to commit horrific crimes
(of violence, kidnapping and murder) to achieve its ends and so the reader (or at least This
Reader) made a choice as to which faction to support. Then the tension is will the good guys win
or will the bad guys win? This is quite a suspenseful question which basically kept me up
reading until 5am to finish the book, and by the end several questions (but notably not all of
them) are answered, which leads most observers and reviewers to think that there will probably
be a sequel (or sequels) forthcoming.Hopefully, it won't take another 20 years for Vernor Vinge
to write it!Title: The Children of the Sky.Author: Vernor Vinge.Length: 448 pages.Publisher: TOR
Books.Published: October 11, 2011.OVERALL GRADE: A/A- (3.83/4.0).PLOT: A.IMAGERY:
A-.IMPACT: A-.WRITING: A.”

Rob Ford, “First off this is not a bad book. it's not a great book. First off this is not a bad book. it's
not a great book, but it is an enjoyable romp with some familiar characters. The massive
grumping by some that it is a poor sequel to A Fire Upon The Deep is justified only in as much
as we all expect the next book to be more epic than the last, Vinge has taken it down several
notches on the space opera scale and made a very different and more human novel, and yet the



existential threat is still there. I look forward to see if Mr Vinge is taking us somewhere with this, I
hope so. We shall see.”

Mr. D. A. Jacovelli, “Great service, great condition.. Arrived promptly from the USA, in absolutely
immaculate condition.”

mickey wallace, “The Children of the sky. No dust cover but book is perfect”

robert, “Read it again!. I won't give away any details of the story at all. I WILL say this though...
the first time I read this book I thought 'Oh no! What's V.V. done??'The story didn't go at all in any
direction that I could have anticipated, and I was so busy waiting for what I thought SHOULD
happen that I almost completely missed what DOES happen.There were a couple of sections
which caught my attention however, and I immediately went back and re-read the book.It's great!
Once you realise that the entire tale will be set on Tines world, and that 10 years have passed
and the Children are not all kids anymore, the story moves along at a fair clip, and the characters
and situations are fabulous.Read it at least twice. I guarantee, your eyes will be opened :)10/10,
Mr. Vinge!EDIT: I'm now in the process of listening to the audiobook edition. I've never listened to
an audiobook before, but I'm finding this story even more enjoyable through this medium.
Amazed!2nd EDIT: I can't stop listening to this audiobook. Some really important plot points are
created simply by specific Tines characters using specific voices at specific times... something
that might be slightly lost in translation when reading the written dialogue as opposed to its
importance being highlighted when listening to the narrator's interpretation. I'm amazed to say
that the audiobook presentation is far superior to the written version. The narrator (Oliver
Wyman) does a wonderful job with a great-fun story.***** 5 STARS ALL ROUND! I want
MORE!:)”

The book by Vernor Vinge has a rating of  5 out of 3.8. 346 people have provided feedback.
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